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FRONT END PROCESSES
1 SCOPE
The Front End Processes (FEP) Roadmap focuses on future process requirements and potential solutions related to
scaled field effect transistors (MOSFETs), DRAM storage capacitors, and non-volatile memory (Flash, Phase-change,
and ferroelectric). The purpose of this chapter is to define comprehensive future requirements and potential solutions
for the key front end wafer fabrication process technologies and the materials associated with these devices. Hence,
this Roadmap encompasses the tools, and materials, as well as the unit and integrated processes starting with the wafer
substrate and extending through the contact silicidation processes and the deposition of strain layers (pre-metal
dielectric deposition and contact etching is covered in the Interconnect chapter). The following specific technology
areas are covered: logic devices, including high performance, low operating power, and low stand-by power; memory
devices, including DRAM, flash, phase-change, and FeRAM; starting materials; surface preparation; thermal/thin
films/doping; plasma etch; and CMP.
A forecast of scaling-driven technology requirements and potential solutions is provided for each technology area. The
forecasted requirements tables are model-based unless otherwise noted. The identified potential solutions serve to
benchmark known examples of possible solutions, and are intended for other researchers and interested parties. They
are not to be considered the only approaches. Indeed, innovative, novel solutions are sought, and their need is
identified by red colored regions of the requirements tables.
Some FEP-related topics are presented in other sections of this Roadmap. The scaled device performance and
structures forecasts that drive FEP requirements are covered in the Process Integration, Devices, and Structures
(PIDS) chapter. The crosscut needs of FEP are covered in the following chapters: Yield Enhancement; Metrology;
Environment, Safety, & Health; and Modeling & Simulation. FEP factory requirements are covered in the Factory
Integration chapter.
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2 DIFFICULT CHALLENGES
2.1

THE FUTURE OF MOSFET – NEW MATERIALS AND NEW STRUCTURES

MOSFET scaling has been the primary means by which the semiconductor industry has achieved the historically
unprecedented gains in productivity and performance quantified by Moore’s Law. These gains have traditionally been
paced by the development of new lithography tools, masks, photoresist materials, and critical dimension etch
processes. In the past several years it has become clear that despite advances in these crucial process technologies and
the resultant ability to produce ever-smaller feature sizes, front end process technologies have not kept pace, and
scaled device performance has been compromised primarily due to unacceptable leakage/power delivered by sheer
geometric scaling. To stay on the performance at low power curve, new materials have now been put into production
for transistor gate stack fabrication. Non-planar multi-gate devices have been announced as new approaches to device
structure, and within the next several years we expect to see the introduction of additional approaches, as well as new
materials to increase channel mobility as well as.
Material-limited device scaling has placed new demands on virtually every front end material and unit process, starting
with the silicon wafer substrate and encompassing the fundamental planar CMOS building blocks and memory storage
structures. In addition, the end of planar bulk CMOS is becoming visible within the next several years. As a
consequence we must be prepared for the emergence of CMOS technology that uses non-conventional MOSFETs or
alternatives such as planar FDSOI devices and dual- or multi-gate devices of vertical geometry. An overview of the
device alternatives is presented in the Emerging Research Devices chapter. Projections for the manufacturing
introduction of non-conventional MOSFET devices are 2013-2015 for FDSOI and/or multi-gate. The challenges
associated with integration of these diverse new materials and structures are the central theme of the FEP difficult
challenges summarized in Table FEP1.

Table FEP1
Difficult Challenges ≥ 11 nm

Front End Processes Difficult Challenges
Summary of Issues
Strain Engineering
- continued improvement for increasing device performance
- application to FDSOI and Multi-gate technologies
Achieving low parasitics (resistance and capacitance) and continued scaling
of gate pitch
Achieving DRAM cell capacitance with dimensional scaling
- finding robust dielectric with dielectric constant of ~60
- finding electrod material with high work function
Achieving clean surfaces free of killer defects
- with no pattern damage
- with low material loss (<0.1 A)
450mm wafers - meeting production level quality and quantity

Difficult Challenges < 11 nm

Summary of Issues
Continued scaling of HP multigate device in all aspects: EOT,
junctions, mobility enhancement, new channel materials, parasitic series
resistance, contact silicidation.
Introduction of high mobility channels (based on III-V and Ge) to
replace strained Si
Lowering required DRAM capacitance by 4F2 cell scheme or like,
while continuing to address materials challenges
Continued achievement of clean surfaces while eliminating material
loss and surface damage and sub-critical dimension particle defects
Continued EOT scaling below 0.7 nm with appropriate metal gates
Continued charge rention with dimensional scaling and introduction of
new non-charged based NVM technologies
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High- gate dielectric with metal gate electrode is now used in production but continued scaling of equivalent oxide
thickness (EOT) below 0.6 nm while preserving electrical performance and reliability will be a challenge. Channel
strain engineering to increase mobility was introduced to manufacturing several years ago and has become an integral
part of MOSFET transistor scaling now and is expected to continue in the near future. Continued improvement in
strain engineering and application to new device structures is identified as an FEP difficult challenge.
Continued transistor performance at low power scaling is expected to require the replacement of planar CMOS devices
with non-classical devices which includes fully depleted planar and non-planar devices in our analysis. The transition
from extended bulk CMOS to non-classical device structures is not expected to take place at the same time for all
applications and all chip manufacturers. Instead, a scenario is envisioned where a greater diversity of technologies are
competitively used at the same point in time—some manufacturers choosing to make the transition to non-classical
devices earlier, while others emphasize extensions of bulk technology. This is reflected in the High-Performance and
Low-Power Device Technology Requirements Tables FEP2, FEP3 and FEP4, by the projection of requirements for
multiple approaches in the transition years from 2013 through 2019.

Table FEP2

High Performance Device Technical Requirements

Table FEP3

Low Operating Power Device Technical Requirements

Table FEP4

Low Standby Power Devices Technical Requirements

The introduction of new materials is also expected to necessitate new techniques to dope and activate silicon. Series
resistance is critical in the near term and needs to be addressed to achieve the goals through 2015. It should be noted
that series resistance becomes even more critical when alternate device options [FDSOI, multi-gate] are considered. In
addition to the scaling imposed need for producing very shallow highly activated junctions, the limited thermal
stability of most high-mobility materials is expected to place new boundaries on thermal budgets associated with
dopant activation. In a worst-case scenario, the introduction of these materials could have a significant impact on the
overall CMOS process architecture.
In the memory area, stand-alone DRAM device manufacturing has narrowed to the stacked capacitor approach.
Therefore, the Technology Requirements table and text for DRAM trench capacitor has been removed and the DRAM
section is implicitly aimed at stacked capacitor technologies alone. The DRAM tables were still in review and not
changed for 2011, but will be addressed and updated in 2012. Note that much of the scaling effort in DRAMs
continues along the pathways currently shown in the current ITRS tables. High-materials are now in production for
DRAM capacitors using metal-insulator-metal (MIM) structures. It is expected that high-materials will be required
for the floating gate Flash memory interpoly dielectric by 2012 and for tunnel dielectric by 2013. FeRAM will make a
commercial appearance where ferroelectric and ferromagnetic storage materials would be used. The introduction of
these diverse materials into the manufacturing mainstream is viewed as important difficult challenges. Phase-change
memory (PCM) devices are in commercial production, although not in wide usage.
In starting materials, it is expected that bulk silicon will continue to dominate, but alternative silicon-on-insulator
(SOI) substrates, will find increasing usage was well, particularly for special product application. Such bulk
alternatives generally imply process architecture changes that impact FEP. Various and complementary forms of
strained silicon technology have been adopted for high performance designs and continue to be principally achieved
through value-added modifications to the IC manufacturing process. Also, an important difficult challenge within the
2011 Roadmap horizon is the need for the next generation 450 mm silicon substrate. Such a diameter move is driven
by the need to maintain pace with historic productivity enhancements based on augmented transistor count
performance gains. There are concerns whether the incumbent techniques for substrate production can be costeffectively scaled to the next generation. There are indications that mere scaling of present techniques alone, in certain
cases, will not be sufficient. It is also uncertain whether this substrate will be bulk silicon, SOI or perhaps include both
types. While strain remains an important performance booster, it appears that these benefits will continue to be
derived via integration within the device process. There is some consideration within the roadmap horizon that the
device channels may be non-silicon but a general consensus still exists that the substrate will continue to be silicon.
Therefore, an important research need is the development of an understanding of new material interaction with silicon.
Also, based upon historical diameter change cycles, the industry is already several years behind the pace necessary to
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allow the next generation 450 mm silicon substrate to be ready for device manufacture in the year 2014, although the
pace of advancement in 2010 / 2011 has seemingly accelerated appreciably.
Front end cleaning processes will continue to be impacted by the introduction of new front end materials such as
higher-dielectrics, metal gate electrodes, and mobility-enhanced channel materials. Scaled devices are expected to
become increasingly shallow, requiring that cleaning processes become completely benign in terms of substrate
material removal and surface roughening. Scaled and new device structures will also become increasingly fragile,
limiting the physical aggressiveness of the cleaning processes that may be employed. In addition, these new device
structures will require precise cleaning and characterization of vertical surfaces. DRAM storage capacitor structures
will show increasing aspect ratios making sidewall contamination removal increasingly difficult. Also, there is a
challenge for particle scanning technology to reliably detect particles smaller than 28 nm on a wafer surface for
characterization of killer defect density and to enable yield learning.
The gate dielectric has emerged as one of the most difficult challenges for future device scaling. Long-term scaling of
high-κ stacks below 0.6 nm EOT remains a major challenge. The gate electrode also represents a major challenge for
future scaling, where work function, resistivity, and compatibility with CMOS technology are key parameters for the
new candidate gate electrode materials especially when the industry introduces new device architectures (fully
depleted SOI or non-planar devices) to maintain electrostatic control and curtail the leakage current while scaling Lg.
Another very difficult challenge in device scaling is channel mobility enhancement, making mechanical stress a firstorder consideration in the choice of front end materials and processes. In order to maintain high device drive currents,
technology improvements are required to increase channel mobility of traditional bulk CMOS devices, as well as
partially depleted-, and fully depleted SOI devices, and non-planar devices. It is expected (based on a survey
conducted by PIDS) that high mobility channels based on III-V (In-Ga-As) and Ge will replace Si channels for n and
pFETs around 2018. The selective incorporation of these high mobility channels on Si in a VLSI scheme is a clear
challenge.
Additional challenges include continued scaling and abruptness of shallow junctions, parasitic and contact resistance.
Variability in the placement of dopant atoms and their final location, along with variations resulting from process
control introduced by patterning, cleaning and deposition constitute a dominant scaling challenge, requiring
considerable effort in developing new variability tolerant process techniques.. These challenges and potential solutions
are discussed in more details under the Thermal, Thin Films, and Doping Processes section of this chapter.
The persistent challenge in scaling device sizes is the control of gate length critical dimensions (CD). Etching
uniformity all the way to the wafer edge is a particularly difficult issue,and requires significant design fixes to improve
manufacturability. As gate CD shrinks, the presence of line width roughness (LWR) is becoming the biggest portion of
CD variation at 28nm technology node and beyond. The LWR is at best staying constant as the line width shrinks,
which makes it a major scaling concern. Current methods of quantification need to be standardized to allow the
industry to address the problem. The choice of photoresist type, etch bias power, and etch chemistry are critical for
keeping low LWR. With high-κ dielectrics and metal gates in production, etch processes with sufficient selectivity and
damage control for use with these materials have been identified. As non-planar transistors become necessary, dry etch
becomes much more challenging. FinFET configurations bring new constraints to selectivity, anisotropy, and damage
control.
Chemical-Mechanical Planarization (CMP) is becoming more important for Front End Processing. Being a critical step
in the formation of shallow trench isolation for many nodes, its need and uniformity control has become even more
important in flash memory devices and in the implementation of gate-last metal gate integration schemes. Uniformity,
selectivity, and pattern density dependency continue to be challenges for CMP processes.

3 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS AND POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
3.1

LOGIC DEVICES – HIGH PERFORMANCE (HP), LOW OPERATING POWER (LOP),
AND LOW STANDBY POWER (LSTP)

The scaling roadmap for high performance (HP), low operating power (LOP) and low standby power (LSTP)
technologies are captured as separate tables in the 2011 ITRS FEP update. This categorization in separate tables
becomes more relevant as the technology options (and scaling roadmap) for performance and power are starting to
vary rather significantly for future device generations. For example, the advanced high-κ/metal gate stack technology
appears imperative for high performance devices in 2011 and beyond, while conventional SiON/Poly may still be the
mainstream choice for LSTP devices through 2011. Also, by capturing the scaling pathway for HP, LOP, and LSTP in
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different tables, we can address the specific module level scaling challenges associated with the technologies for
performance and/or power.
Tables FEP2, FEP3 and FEP4 show the scaling pathway for HP, LOP and LSTP respectively, for near-term and longterm years. For each of the tables, the Vcc scaling scenario (to keep with the active power scaling challenge) and I on as
well as Ioff requirements are captured for near and long-term years. These are fairly consistent with the PIDS estimates
and drive the choice of module options for each device type.
For high performance, it appears that the increasing drive current needs will challenge the ability to aggressively scale
EOT, as well as the ability to deliver higher levels of strain for enhanced injection velocity of electrons and holes.
Also, stringent controls in doping technology are needed to maintain short channel effects and keep I off within the
100nA/micron limit. Although high-κ/metal gates are already in high volume production, the scaling potential of these
stacks below 0.7nm EOT (with acceptable leakage current) is questionable. Also, maintaining short channel control for
continued gate length scaling may drive introduction of non-planar architectures and/or scaled SOI schemes as
captured in the table. The introduction of high mobility channels to replace strained Si is expected to happen around
2018 to continue to provide high performance at low power (reduced Vcc).
For LOP scaling, the Ion/Ioff requirement calls for a relaxed EOT target with lower gate leakage requirement as shown
in Table FEP3. The need to deliver performance at lower operating power (low V cc) calls for excellent short channel
control and possible use of strain enhanced performance in future device generations. Aggressive scaling of Vcc
appears very challenging due to the increasing concerns with variability. The advent of non-planar structures (and
FDSOI) will help reduce the variability caused by random dopant fluctuations and will provide better short channel
control delivering the needed Ion/Ioff.
For LSTP scaling, the low Ioff requirement allows for thicker EOT with low gate leakage as shown in Table FEP4.
Introduction of High-κ/Metal gate is imminent and this will help provide an aggressive EOT scaling pathway for
similar Ioff requirements. Achieving the low Ioff requirement (100 pico-amp/micron) at scaled physical gate length is a
challenge while concurrently forming ultra shallow junctions with low leakage (as captured in Table FEP12). Here
again, the introduction of multiple gate devices and/or FDSOI appears imminent to continue to deliver the needed
Ion/Ioff with scaling.
Note: The cost of ownership for introduction of options is NOT considered in these tables. While we acknowledge that
the choice of process options for scaling can be significantly influenced by the cost of ownership, it is complicated to
factor in to the Tables FEP2, FEP3, and FEP4.
It is important to note that future scaling of CMOS relies specifically on introduction of new materials (example: highκ/metal gates, novel alloyed-silicides, low-κ spacers, high mobility channels based on III-V and Ge, etc.) and/or device
architecture (FDSOI, multigate FETs, nanowires, etc.). Figure FEP2 shows a schematic of the module level challenges
for planar and mugFETs and Figure FEP3 captures the potential scaling pathway (or potential solutions) for continued
scaling to deliver the device requirements for HP, LOP, and LSTP technologies.
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Figure FEP2

CMOS Scaling Enabled through Novel Architecture (Planar To Non-Planar) and
Associated Module Level Challenges

This rapid introduction of new materials and device structures in the next five to seven years constitutes an
unprecedented multiplicity of challenges to develop, and also to integrate these developments into effective, costefficient production technologies. During this period of transition, the plethora of choices for the device structure
seems likely to lead to some divergence within the industry, some companies choosing to aggressive scale bulk CMOS
parameters, while others make the transition to FDSOI and multi-gate structures where the requirements may be vastly
different and at least equally challenging.
The process module level scaling targets that are needed to meet the HP, LOP, and LSTP device requirements (Tables
FEP2, FEP3, and FEP4), are highlighted in the Thermal/Thin Films Doping (TTFD) Process Technology
Requirements section below. Also, potential solutions for specific process modules are discussed within the TTFD
Section.

Figure FEP3

Continued Scaling Pathway in Non-Planar Devices
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DRAM DEVICES

DRAM capacitor technology is now more seriously challenged than any other previous period due to the accelerated
scaling of cell size. Table FEP5 shows a summary of technology requirements for DRAM capacitor. Since capacitors
were introduced into DRAM, the required capacitance has nearly remained constant at about 25fF/cell. However, it is
required that the cell capacitance is controlled as a key requirement after 2012. This new challenge will be realized by
buried bit line or buried word line technology resulting in reducing the parasitic capacitance, which can also decrease
the required capacitance down to 20fF/cell instead of the previous 25fF/cell. This capacitance could also be further
lowered by suppression of parasitic capacitance by improving the performance of buried bit line or by buried word line
technology.

Table FEP5

DRAM Stacked Capacitor Technology Requirements

As cell critical dimension decreases down to 20nm, the most difficult situation faced is that there will not be enough
space for the deposition of the dielectric layers and the plate electrode because of an extremely limited area. Generally,
as the physical thickness of the dielectric and metal layers decreases, physical properties such as the dielectric constant
and the work function are degraded. In addition to that, when the dielectric constant increases the physical thickness
that can provide the required low leakage current also increases. In other words, the higher the dielectric constant is,
the more difficult it is to fabricate a capacitor due to the increased physical thickness of the dielectric film. Therefore
the most difficult challenge will be the restriction in physical thickness of dielectric layer and electrode layer. That is
because the high dielectric constant and high work function must be maintained even at an ultimate film thickness of
about 5nm-7nm. This physical constraint is the main reason driving an ultra high aspect ratio storage node rather than
the electrical properties of the dielectric and electrode. It is projected that the required capacitance will be realized not
only by improved dielectrics but also other potential solutions such as high work function electrode materials or by an
ultra high aspect ratio storage node, slowing the need to increase dielectric constant, which results in slowing the
increase of physical thickness.
Figure FEP4 shows the potential solutions for DRAM stacked capacitor. The 20nm generation will surely be very
important in terms of new dielectrics and electrode materials. As for the dielectrics, the cell-capacitance and areascaling will introduce a tradeoff under the constraint of the gate dielectric leakage. It is expected that at around 20nm
the capacitor will be based around ZrO2 dielectrics. This is driven by the requirement for a dielectric constant of
around 50, which provides 0.6nm equivalent oxide thickness (Teq). Possible routes to ZrO2-based dielectrics of 0.6nm
may be by modification of deposition conditions or by material modification of the ZrO2 and TiN layers. When the
DRAM pitch goes down below 20nm, Teq is required to be less than 0.45nm. This will require a new kind of high-κ
material with a dielectric constant of 60~70. While such a dielectric constant can be obtained from TiO2, Ta2O5, STO,
or BST, it should be noted that this high-κ path is limited by the physical thickness under the requirement of a fixed
refresh time, thus there is a need to find other capacitance sources in the DRAM cell structure.
TiN will continue to be used as an electrode material until the 28nm generation by maximizing the work function and
step coverage and minimizing the degradation of dielectrics during deposition. New deposition technology and
material modification needs to be developed for the currently used TiN. Beyond the 20nm generation, new electrode
materials such as Ru, RuO2, Ir, IrO2, or SrRuO3 need to be considered from the viewpoint of work function and
enhancement of crystallization for the dielectric layer. Besides the electrical characteristics of the electrode material,
one thing to note is the limitation in physical thickness. Taking into consideration that the work function or crystalline
structure can change as the electrode material gets very thin, the formation technology for ultra thin layers which still
have high work function, will be a challenging issue. Beyond the 13nm generation, crystalline structure of the bottom
electrode material will have to be considered as well as the work function because high-κ oxides such as STO or BST
can be modulated in terms of crystalline content which results in changes to the dielectric constant. For this reason,
perovskite conducting oxides such as SrRuO3 need to be considered with STO or BST.
Besides the high-κ dielectrics and high work function electrode, new technologies for storage node formation with
ultra high aspect ratios are needed in combination with the required Teq. Therefore, new oxide etching technology for
ultra high storage node also needs to be developed.
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As cell size shrinks, the 3D structures on which dielectric films and plate electrode layers are deposited will get much
deeper and narrower. So, atomic layer deposition (ALD) will have to be enhanced by improving the process
performance such as step coverage and throughput. More technically difficult issues for ALD beyond the 13nm
generation are driven by the need for multi component films such as BST (BaSrTiO3) or SrRuO3, while maintaining
stoichiometry as well as step coverage using precursors with poor reactivity. So, efforts to develop highly reactive
ALD precursors need to be pursuedFEP1.1

First Year of IC Production

2009

2010

2011

DRAM 1/2 pitch (nm)

52

45

40

Top Electrode
Capacitor Dielectric Material
Bottom Electrode

2012

Figure FEP4

3.3

2013

36
32
TiN
ZrO2, HfO2, Ta2O5
TiN

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

28

25

22

20

18

16

Ru, RuO2, Ir, IrO2

2020

2021

2022

2023

14
13
11
10
Ru, RuO2, Ir, IrO2
TiO2, STO, BST
SrRuO3

2024

8.9

DRAM Potential Solutions

NON-VOLATILE MEMORY (FLASH)

Table FEP6 summarizes the main technology requirements for NOR and NAND flash memories. The most important
issues are related to the cell area reduction (see the non-volatile memory technology requirements, in the PIDS
chapter) and to the consequent scaling down of the thickness of the two key active dielectrics of the memory cell,
namely the tunnel oxide and the interpoly dielectric, in a way that guarantees the charge retention and endurance
requirements for the memory cell. For NAND Flash the best definition of the minimum feature size is the half-pitch of
the memory cell when viewing a cross section parallel to the bit line, which is also the half pitch of the poly 2-word
line. Refer to Figure FEP5.

Figure FEP5
Table FEP6

Minimum Feature Size of NAND Flash Memory

Floating Gate FLASH Non-volatile Memory Technology Requirements
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For NOR Flash memories the definition of the minimum feature size is difficult and can vary among the different
Flash manufacturers. Referring to Figure FEP6, the following are definitions of the minimum feature size specific for
NOR Flash memories, as follows:
The half pitch when viewing a cross section parallel to the poly 2 word line
The poly 1 to poly 1 distance along the word line
The minimum contact size

Figure FEP6

Minimum Feature Size of NOR Flash Memory

The tunnel oxide thickness must be reduced for the programming/erasing performances while scaling the interpoly
dielectric thickness reduction is necessary to keep the capacitance coupling ratio, αg, at an almost constant value in
order to achieve acceptable ratios between the control and floating gate voltages. The coupling ratio is typically
improved by reducing the interpoly dielectric thickness and increasing the tunnel oxide thickness and the
floating/control gate coupling area. Scaling the tunnel oxide thickness is one of the key challenges for Flash memories,
since this dielectric must simultaneously guarantee good charge retention properties that are better with a higher
thickness, and high write/erase performance that is better with a lower thickness.
The impact of the floating/control gate coupling area on the αg factor becomes a critical issue starting from 20 nm
technology for NAND flash devices, when the spacing between two adjacent floating gates (poly 1) becomes too small
to allow the control gate (poly 2) to overlap the vertical poly 1 sidewalls, as is done in the present architecture. The
lack of electrical coupling between poly 1 and poly 2 along the vertical sidewalls of the poly 1 results in a strong
degradation of the αg value and could require a strong reduction of the interpoly dielectric thickness as a
compensation. This situation is illustrated in Figure FEP7.
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Poly 2

>20 nm

Poly
1
Figure FEP7
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EOT
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<20 nmIPD

IPD
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The present interpoly dielectric technology is based on oxy-nitride stacked layers and will probably not be feasible for
aggressive reduction of equivalent oxide thickness (EOT), due to unacceptable charge retention properties. Thus, the
introduction of high-κ materials at this step will be necessary. Alternatively, new floating gate designs to maintain a
high coupling area with the control gate or storage materials different from poly-silicon are potential solutions. From
this point of view, the 18–22 nm technology generation for NAND will be a transition one with both classical and new
solutions depending on the architecture schemes chosen for the memory cells.
Another challenge for the Flash memory scaling is the formation of shallow trench isolation (STI). The continuous
scaling of the dimensions along the X axis (along the word line in Figure FEP5) and the necessity to maintain the
depth of the STI trench cause an increase of the trench aspect ratio that needs to be filled with the STI oxide. (Figures
FEP8 and FEP9). In response to these challenges an overview of the Flash memory Potential Solutions is shown in
Figure FEP10.

A
B

Figure FEP8

Schematics of STI Isolation Trenches

The aspect ratio is defined as the B/A ratio, including both the depth of the trench inside silicon and the height of the stack deposited on the silicon
surface. The factor A is based on the minimum feature size F while the factor B depends on the type of isolation scheme utilized.
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Figure FEP9

Evolution of the STI Aspect Ratio for NAND Flash with the Minimum Feature Size

Filling high aspect ratio trenches with the isolation oxide is a major challenge to be faced. Additional challenges for
isolation include the overall thermal budget in the STI formation, especially in the case of self-aligned STI schemes,
and the co-existence of different STI trench geometries on different parts of the chip (memory array versus I/O
circuitry).
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First Year of IC Production

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

FLASH TUNNEL DIELECTRIC
Nitrided Oxide
Barrier Engineered Oxynitride
FLASH INTERPOLY DIELECTRIC
ONO (Oxide-Nitride-Oxide)
Oxynitride / high-k stack
FLASH STI FILLING TECHNOLOGY
High Density Plasma
CVD
Spin-On-Dielectric
Selective Trench Fill
FLASH FLOATING GATE
Nano-grain Poly-Si
Poly-Si/Metal Stack
Mono-Si/Metal Stack
FLASH GATE ELECTRODE
Poly-Si
Poly-Si / Metal
Metal

This legend indicates the time during which research, development, and qualification/pre-production should be taking place for the solution.
Research Required
Development Underway
Qualification / Pre-Production
Continuous Improvement

Figure FEP10

Flash Non-Volatile Memory Floating Gate Potential Solutions
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CHARGE TRAPPING FLASH MEMORY TECHNOLOGY

Challenges for continued scaling of both NOR and NAND devices indicate a future need for an alternative to
traditional floating gate technology. Generally, there are more issues in scaling the NOR cell than the NAND cell,
however, both suffer from cross-talk effect, which mostly impacts multilevel devices. Moreover, both NOR and
NAND Flash memories will face a hard limit in scaling the poly1 to poly1 pitch along the word line, due to the ONO
dielectric thickness on the floating gate side wall, as discussed above. Charge trapping memory technology, based on
storing charge inside a silicon nitride or a high-k dielectric, can solve these two issues. Table FEP7 summarizes the
main technology requirements for charge trapping flash memories.

Table FEP7

Charge Trapping FLASH Non-volatile Memory Technology Requirements

The major advantages of the charge trapping approach are:
Suppression of floating-gate to floating-gate disturbance
High scalability (feasibility for FinFET structure)
Simple integration for embedded memory applications
Immunity to localized defects in tunnel oxide (ex: SILC effects) reducing challenges to tunnel oxide scaling
Tight erase distributions
The most common recognized challenges of the charge trapping approach are:
High- blocking layer between the trapping material and the gate is mandatory
A high work function gate, i.e. a metal gate is mandatory in order to erase the memory cell with reasonable bias
Optimization of charge redistribution retention after cycling related to localized charge storage inside a dielectric.
As a consequence of these challenges, some major technology issues must be faced before the charge trapping
approach moves into manufacturing, including triggering of the charge trapping material and integration of the high-
blocking layer and the metal gate.

First Year of IC Production

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

CT-NAND TUNNEL DIELECTRIC
Nitrided Oxide
Barrier Enginnered Stack
CT-NAND TRAPPING LAYER
Engineered SiN stack
Engineered highK stack
CT-NAND BLOCKING DIELECTRIC
Alumina based
higherK stack

This legend indicates the time during which research, development, and qualification/pre-production should be taking place for the solution.
Research Required
Development Underway
Qualification / Pre-Production
Continuous Improvement

Figure FEP11

Charge Trap Memories Potential Solutions
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3D FLASH MEMORY

Due to process and device limitations in scaling down NAND Flash Memories well below 20 nm half pitch, various 3D
stacked memory architectures are under development. These architectures consist of stacked bit-lines or word-lines. In
the NAND flash memory array, each cross-point of bit-lines and word-lines can be a memory node. Therefore, by
stacking one of them, flash memory density is increased without the bit-cost burden because existing equipment can be
used for the 3D memory development. However, the array scheme of the 3D stacked memory is quietly different from
that of the conventional 2D NAND flash memory. That is, each of stacked layers should be distinguished in order to
select one bit-line or word-line layer during the memory operation.

Charge Trap cell

3D stacked, 3D exotic, …..
Different criteria can be adopted to sort the different 3D memories proposed but, probably, the classification based on
topological characteristics is the most effective since the choice of a specific topological organization has a direct
impact on cost, electrical performances and process integration. The following cases can be considered:
 horizontal channel and gate;
 vertical channel and horizontal gate;
 horizontal channel and vertical gate.
Horizontal channel and gate architecture is obtained stacking many planar memories. This 3D organization is the
natural evolution of the conventional planar array and many considerations about costs, process and electrical
performances can be derived by flat memories. The only issue is represented by the thermal budget that must be
limited as much as possible to avoid degradation of bottom layers and to have a similar behavior among cells. From an
economic point of view, this approach is not very effective since it multiplies the costs to realize a planar array by the
number of levels. The only improvement compared to conventional flat memories is represented by circuitry and metal
interconnections that are realized only once. In order to limit wafer cost, number of vertical levels must be as low as
possible and, to compensate this limitation, it is fundamental to use small single cells in this specific architecture.
For vertical channel and horizontal gate architectures the number of critical masks is low, since the entire stack is
etched at the same time.
Limited dependence of wafer cost from the level number grants a positive economic evaluation of these arrays, even if
the typical cell size is relatively large and many levels are necessary to reach a small equivalent cell area (i.e. single
cell area divided by the number of levels).
Key point is the controlled formation of the active dielectrics and their conformality as well as the quality of the
polysilicon channel.
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Channel

From left to right: vertical channel/horizontal gate and vertical gate/horizontal channel
architectures

For horizontal channel and vertical gate architectures, like in the previous case, the stack can be defined in one shot,
limiting wafer cost also for arrays with many vertical levels. Since typical unit cell size should be smaller compared to
vertical channel arrays, this option could be the best one from an economic point of view.
Reduction of memory stack to scale elementary cell and thermal budget constraints force, in many cases, to avoid high
k materials as blocking/IPD layer; in fact, those materials usually have a higher thickness with respect to the standard
silicon dioxide and they need a high temperature crystallization annealing. The stack choice for many 3D arrays must
be therefore made of silicon oxide and nitride.
The simplest solution to achieve acceptable electrical properties with conventional materials is to adopt one of the so
called wrap-around-gate cell architectures. The basic principle is to enhance the electric field insisting across the
tunnel oxide and to relax the electric field across the blocking oxide. This is possible thanks to the curvature effect.
The magnification of electric field across the tunnel layer (or equivalently the reduction of electric field across the
blocking layer) is tunable changing the curvature radius of the stack.
Ideal conductor (channel and gate)
Tunnel layer center circle (r)
Blocking layer center (R)

R
r





D  ds  Q  D  ds 
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Figure FEP13
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Scheme of the wrap-around-gate cell architecture
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Thus the evolution is toward a 3D matrix but also toward a 3d cell structure.
Almost all reported 3D architectures are based on polycrystalline channel devices; even if the possibility of
substituting poly-crystals with mono-crystals can be, in principle, always claimed, then it should be considered as the
ultimate solution, being generally cost expensive and still not mature. Use of polycrystalline channel/substrate has
detrimental effects on different aspects of the MOSFET operations: it degrades the lifetime of minority carriers and
induces shallow states that could impact the ability of cutting off the conduction between source and drain, inducing a
leakage not controllable by means of the gate polarization. The main challenge for 3D memories is to guarantee Ion
and Ioff currents comparable to those of 2D NAND Flash, and since Ion is linked to mobility and Ioff to generation of
minority carriers, the quality and the technology for the formation of the channel/substrate are key points.
In conclusion, main Front End technological challenges for the formation of 3D Flash Memories depend on the type of
selected architecture, but can be generally summarized as follows:
 channel/substrate Si formation and quality (poly vs mono Si)
 quality of the interface between channel Si and tunnel dielectric
 conformal and controlled formation of active dielectrics

3.5

PHASE CHANGE MEMORY

Phase Change Memory (PCM) technology is based on the basic properties of the chalcogenide alloy 1 , so the
integration of the material into a standard CMOS process represents a challenging matter: not for the single cell
concept, already proven to be very strong, but for the manufacturability of very high density non-volatile memory,
where the technology can be considered robust only if demonstrated over many billions of cells. Considering the
electronic and transport properties of the chalcogenide alloy, either in the crystalline or in the amorphous state, in
order to form a functional compact cell array, a PCM cell is be formed by a variable resistor (heater and chalcogenide
– called data-storage) in series with a selector device (transistor). Refer to Figures FEP14, FEP15, and FEP16 for
illustrations of the basic concepts involved in inducing the phase change and its desired properties. Hence, the basic
PCM cell has a 1T/1R structure. The type of transistor and of data-storage varies respectively as a function of the
application and of the process architecture strategy. For high-density memory, a more compact cell layout is achieved
via the vertical integration of a pnp bipolar transistor, 1, 2 while for embedded memory the transistor is a n-channel
MOS, where a larger cell size is balanced by a minimum process cost overhead with respect to the reference CMOS.

Amorphous

High resistivity
Figure FEP14

Crystalline

Low resistivity

Amorphous / Poly-crystal Phases of a Chalcogenide Alloy, usually Ge2Sb2Te5 (GST)

1

Chalcogenides are alloys based on the VI group elements that have the interesting characteristic to be stable at room temperature
both in the amorphous and in the crystalline phase. In particular, the most promising are the GeSbTe alloys which follow a
pseudobinary composition (between GeTe and Sb 2Te3), often referred as GST.
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Set/Reset Thermal Cycles to Change the Crystal Phase of the GST Material
and to Write/Erase the PCM

The integration of the data-storage occurs between the front-end and the back-end of the CMOS process. The “simple”
variable resistor, i.e., the heater and chalcogenide system, may be obtained in different ways and the choice is a
function of the understanding of the process complexity, current performances, thermal properties and scaling
perspective.3 A possible reported approach is to use a sub-lithographic contact heater with a planar chalcogenide4 or a
modified version with contact recess and chalcogenide confinement, which should improve the thermal properties and
hence reduce the reset current.5
A completely different approach relies on the definition of the contact area between the heater and the chalcogenide by
the intersection of a thin vertical semi-metallic heater and a trench, called a “trench,”6 in which the chalcogenide is
deposited. Since the trench can be defined by sub-litho techniques and the heater thickness by film deposition, the
cell performance can be optimized by tuning the resulting contact area still maintaining a good dimensional control.
Table FEP8 summarizes the main technology requirements for Phase Change Memories.

Table FEP8

Phase Change Memory (PCM) Technology Requirements

Despite the high potential of the PCM concept and the good integration results so far achieved,7, 8 some practical
challenges must still be addressed. In particular, large efforts are being dedicated to the integration of a compact PCM
cell structure with the chalcogenide compound, to achieve a full compatibility with an advanced CMOS technology
and to reduce the programming current without degrading the appealing features of the PCM technology. The easier
integration of PCM cell is achieved with the pillar-like structure, but the resulting programming currents are quite
large, thus posing additional constraints on the selecting device and on the overall power consumption. Several
approaches so far proposed to reduce the programming currents of PCM devices rely on the confinement of the
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chalcogenide compounds in trenches, 9 , 10 contact recessions, 11 or contact holes. 12 The main idea is to force the
maximum current crowding directly in the active region of the cell, where the chalcogenide material switches between
the two phases. In fact, it has been estimated3 that the programming currents can be reduced up to the 50% by
employing fully confined structures with the chalcogenide material that fills a contact hole. The superior capabilities of
confined structures has been demonstrated by the µTrench PCM cell architecture that achieved a programming current
of 450 µA at 180 nm 13 and 350 µA at 90 nm. 14 A programming current of 260 µA in a 50 nm contact has been
demonstrated for a fully confined structure obtained with a CVD-deposited chalcogenide.15 These results point out that
the fabrication of efficient PCM cell architectures will be required to fill confined structures with very high aspect
ratio. A continuous improvement of the chalcogenide material minimum conformality is thus expected to support the
cell architecture evolutions.
To support reliable large array products, PCM technologies must be able to retain data over the product’s lifetime with
very low defect rates. Data retention is limited by resistance loss of the amorphous phase of the material, a process that
is controlled by the kinetics of crystallization. Prior work on data retention of reset cells shows that data retention of
GST is much longer than ten years at 85°C, and therefore adequate for typical non-volatile memory applications.16, 17
This value is satisfactory to address consumer applications, but it is not matching industrial requirements for high
temperature operation (e.g., automotive applications). This drives a need for improvement of the maximum storage
temperature. This improvement will mainly come from the development of different chalcogenide compounds and
compositions.
One of the most attracting features of PCM technology is the expected superior endurance when program and erase
repetitive operation are performed. Several publications reports endurance capabilities that range from 10 7 up to 1012
cycles. Such impressive results depend on the intrinsic endurance of the chalcogenide compounds as well as on the
overall stability of the PCM cell surrounding material. Among them, the heater electrode is the part of the cell that
undergoes to the heavier stressing conditions, with temperatures much higher than the 600°C and current densities that
can exceed 1 A/m2. The most important electrical property of the heater material that must be preserved during
cycling is the electrical resistivity, which is to remain stable according to the endurance requirement. The maximum
resistivity variation is thus intended to provide a guideline on the main electrical property of the heating element in
PCM cells, providing the requirement that guaranties to be able, with the same current, to switch the PCM cells among
the two logic states for the required number of P/E cycles.
The requirement on the heater resistance stability is intimately related to the maximum reset current density
requirement. It has been reported that, under the simple assumption of isotropic scaling, the expected reset current
density will increase linearly with the scaling factor,3 and a more aggressive trend could be expected according to the
forecasted roadmap. A detrimental effect of this increase could be more aggressive stressing conditions for the heater
material and for the chalcogenide-heater interface, which should be faced with a slower growth of the required current
density. It follows that a better heating efficiency will be required to downscale the PCM devices that could be
achieved through an increase of the heater resistivity, still preserving the stability requirements. It is thus expected that
the scaling roadmap of PCM technology will face the need to provide novel material for the heating electrode capable
to reach a trade off among the endurance requirements and the performance requirements.

3.6

FERROELECTRIC RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY (FERAM)

FeRAM (also abbreviated FRAM) was a new addition to the 2001 ITRS, and was the result of collaboration between
the FEP and PIDS technology working groups. The critical requirement table, Table FEP9, was revised in 2011 based
on the results of a survey of the FeRAM manufacturers.

Table FEP9

FeRAM Technology Requirements

Historically speaking, FeRAM devices had been proposed much earlier than semiconductor memories1. At present
however, memory capacity is limited to ~1/1000 of that of commodity DRAM, due to difficulties associated with
capacitor fabrication, integration, and reliability. These difficulties together with the lack of a “killer application” have
constrained commercial production, recently several “killer applications” are proposed. Solid state drive (SSD) is one
promising application. In this case, FeRAM acts as page buffer memory instead of DRAM and /or SRAM, thus
utilizing FeRAM high speed write/read performance and non volatility. Smart meters for energy harvesting systems
are also expected to be an attractive application, which use FeRAM as a real time data log memory. The solar and
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wind energy systems have potential interruptions or fluctuations in their power sources, resulting in the requirement of
a log memory with high speed write/read and high endurance performance.
FeRAMs depend substantially on the continued development of materials such as ferroelectric films which make
forecasting technological trends presented here somewhat speculative. Nevertheless, the roadmap covers the years
2011 to 2026 in order to provide a strategic overview of the technology directions and the challenges that must be
overcome. This section consists of 1) mass production based table, 2) mixed-signal devices and feature size, 3) cell
size, 4) ferroelectric materials alternatives, 5) minimum switching charge estimation, and 6) endurance.

3.6.1

MASS PRODUCTION BASED TABLE

Since the FeRAM table was introduced in 2001, the requirements that have been included in the tables from 2001–
2006 reflected FeRAM technology that was presented at conferences because obtaining accurate information on
devices in the marketplace was not readily available. As a result, a large gap existed between what FeRAM
semiconductor manufacturers presented at conferences and what was commercially available on the market. To
eliminate this gap, the requirements for the 2007 table were defined from the manufacturer’s requirements available on
their homepage, surveys, and using a previous precedent established for DRAMs, where the level of technology in the
roadmap is based upon the two leading manufacturers which have achieved a production volume of at least 10,000
chips per month. The 2009 table was defined as the same manner with the 2007 table based on FeRAM mass
production information. There are five manufactures producing FeRAM device in 2011, and the 2011 table is updated
based on their mass production information. 130nm and 90nm technology moved forward one year from the 2009
table, when they are expected to become available in 2012 and 2016, respectively.

3.6.2

MIXED SIGNAL DEVICES AND FEATURE SIZE

As noted above FeRAM technology has lagged behind leading edge memories such as Flash and DRAM. Although
this gap exists, manufacturers have developed devices which use advanced CMOS such as 65nm technology but use
180nm technology for FeRAM as shown in Table FEP9. The FeRAM feature size is defined here by the metal 1 half
pitch width for this roadmap, because most FeRAM applications are embedded within a logic process. The logic
process often uses sub-lithographic approaches to reduce gate lengths relative to lithographic half-pitch values.
Combining advanced CMOS technology with relaxed designed rules for FeRAM, is expected to increase the number
of applications for FeRAM. Table FEP9 shows a feature size of 230 nm for year 2011 commercial product, which is
1.4 times larger than that in the 2009 tables based on the mass production information. Feature size scaling is
forecasted to occur at approximately 0.9 for 2D FeRAM and 0.8 for 3D FeRAM about every four years which is at
a slower pace than other established memories.

3.6.3

CELL SIZE

Currently, the most efficient cell structure is the One Transistor-One Capacitor (1T-1C) cell and it is replacing the 2T2C cell that is less efficient but offers greater operating range stability as noted in a recent review on FeRAM design. 2
However, in the market both cell structures will likely be available for some time depending upon the device
application. As far as the capacitor structure is concerned, the change from the planar capacitor type to a stack
configuration has resulted in a cell size reduction. The timing of a shift from a stacked structure to a 3D structure will
depend upon the ferroelectric material used and it is expected to occur approximately in 2021. The different capacitor
configurations are shown in the drawing accompanying Table FEP9. The above-mentioned cell structure and capacitor
configuration changes are forecasted to reduce the cell area factor to 22 in years 2016–2020 after which the cell area
factor will continue with further scaling. Another path to shrink the cell size is by changing to a one transistor type
(1T). Basic research and development are continuing on this topic.

3.6.4

FERROELECTRIC MATERIALS ALTERNATIVES

There are several ferroelectric materials under evaluation at the present time 3 , but there is no clear, single material
choice. The two current materials are PZT, or Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 and SBT, or SrBi2Ta2O9. SBT has superior fatigue-free
characteristics with a Pt bottom electrode and is more suitable for low voltage operation because of its smaller
coercive field (Ec). (Fatigue is defined as a loss of polarization or charge that develops after bipolar cycling or
switching of the memory capacitor.) PZT has a larger switching charge per unit area, Q SW, which is important since it
is allows for further scaling without shifting to a 3D cell. Both materials may suffer damage due to process integration
during the device fabrication which has hampered device development.
The most important issues with PZT and SBT films are suppression of film deterioration that is attributed to hydrogen
diffusion 4 and oxygen loss, the achievement of stable data read/write characteristics, and data retention during
integration. Process improvements are also required for embedding FeRAM. It is important to avoid high temperature
annealing or hydrogen incorporation into ferroelectric films after the oxygen anneal used to crystallize the films. For
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example, AlOx and TiN are often used as hydrogen barrier layers. Also, conductive oxides such as IrO 2 or SrRuO3
(SRO) are often used as capacitor electrode materials for PZT since their use improves ferroelectric capacitor
reliability.
Physical vapor deposition (PVD) and chemical solution deposition (CSD) including Sol-Gel methods are the most
commonly used methods for ferroelectric film deposition. However, continued scaling dictates the need to shift to
methods with better step coverage such as MOCVD. A previously reported MOCVD study has shown that a (111)
oriented PZT film is very effective at increasing the switching charge. 5 Etching of capacitor electrodes remains a
challenge with RIE, because the capacitor electrodes do not react to form volatile etch by-products. Therefore, sputter
etching is widely used. This limits critical dimension (CD) control and makes scaling more difficult. High temperature
etching technology for improving sidewall slope of the capacitor was developed to overcome this difficulty.5
PZT and SBT are often doped to improve their electrical properties. For instance, PZT may be doped with lanthanum
and SBT with niobium. Doping is used to achieve the following film enhancements: leakage current suppression,
improved endurance or imprint characteristics, suppression of post process film degradation, and others. Besides PZT
and SBT, one of the promising new materials is BLT or (Bi,La) 4Ti3O12,6 of which characteristics are in-between the
foregoing two.7 In addition, BiFeO3 (BFO) has gained much attention as a new candidate material. BFO has a giant
ferroelectric polarization of 150 C/cm2 or more.8 Although BFO exhibits a large polarization, it also requires a higher
switching voltage which means that the film needs to be thinner or possibility doped to accommodate low voltage
operation. Since the ferroelectric properties of each material have improved in recent years due improvement in
process technology, it essential for the process to be optimized for the integrated ferroelectric capacitor in order to
obtain good ferroelectric properties.

3.6.5

ESTIMATED MINIMUM SWITCHING CHARGE

The estimated minimum switching charge has been derived as follows: The sense amplifier for FeRAM is assumed to
be basically the same as that of DRAM. Therefore, the bitline signal voltage was calculated using DRAM data from
the 1999 ITRS. These data provide that the capacitance Cs remains constant at 25fF/cell independent of technology
node, and the bitline capacitance is 320fF at the 180nm node. Based on this data with the further assumption that
2/3
bitline capacitance is proportional to F , where F is the feature size9 allows for the calculation of Vbitline. The Vbitline
is about 140 mV, and the assumption is that this is needed for the sense amplifier circuit independent on technology
nodes. Multiplying Vbitline (140 mV) with Cbitline then gives the minimum switching charge.
Dividing the minimum switching charge value derived above by the ferroelectric film switching charge per unit area,
2
QSW, (assumed to be 30 µC/cm ) then yields the desired capacitor area. If this area is larger than the projected
capacitor size, then a 3D capacitor should be adopted. Based on this, a 3D capacitor will be needed by year 2021.
The FeRAM forecast of Table FEP9 is based on these assumptions and calculations. “Red brick walls” begin to appear
in 2021. The first priority to break through these walls is the development of highly reliable ferroelectric materials that
exhibit negligible process induced degradation.

3.6.6

ENDURANCE

An endurance of 1015 read/write cycles is required to replace other RAMs such as SRAM and DRAM. In order to
confirm such endurance values, standardized testing within a practical time period is needed based upon accelerated
testing methods with an underlying physical model is needed. There are several models in the literature on degradation
of ferroelectric capacitors due to endurance testing but so far there are few reports on degradation on integrated
capacitors.
Recently, FeRAMs are being used for IC cards and the personal authentication, etc. utilizing the feature of fast
program speed and high endurance instead of EEPROM or FLASH memory. Security applications show strong
potential to be a growing market for FeRAM.

3.7
3.7.1

STARTING MATERIALS
TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS

Table FEP10 forecasts trends for starting wafers produced by silicon wafer manufacturers that are intended for use in
the manufacture of both high density memories such as DRAMs and high-performance MPUs and ASICs. These
requirements include parameters common to all wafers plus parameters specific to epitaxial and SOI wafers.
Fundamental barriers presently limit the rate of cost-effective improvement in wafer characteristics such as localized
light scatterers (LLS) defect densities, site flatness values, and edge exclusion dimensions. These barriers include the
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capability and throughput limitations of metrology tools, as well as wafer manufacturing cost and yield issues
fundamental to the crystal-pulling process and subsequent wafer finishing operations. Accordingly, use of the
methodology introduced in the 2005 edition of the ITRS, to display not only the ability of the wafer supplier to meet
the parameter trends in Table FEP10, but to also display the metrology tool readiness, is continued. The marking
system and meanings are shown in the tables for both DRAM and high-performance MPUs / ASICs. Additionally, the
hyperlink which addresses metrology by providing further relevant information is again included. (Link to Metrology
chapter.)

Table FEP10

Starting Materials Technology Requirements

3.7.1.1 Wafer Types
For the device types included in the scope of the ITRS, starting materials selection historically involved the choice of
either polished Czochralski (CZ) or epitaxial silicon wafers. However, silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer usage
continues to show growth, although the total number of SOI wafers shipped is still small compared to polished and epi
wafers. The prospect for SOI wafers to be used in mainstream, high-volume applications is being driven by improved
high-frequency logic performance and reduced power consumption. Further opportunity is afforded with enhanced
device performance via unique device configurations such as multiple-gate structures, but these require additional
development of both the wafer and device processes in order to achieve practical volume production. In some cases,
device process flow simplification is also achieved with SOI. Therefore, the selection of wafer type is based strongly
on performance versus overall cost per die and should include all aspects for consideration, not just starting wafer
price. It should also be noted that successful adoption of multiple-gate structures on non-SOI have been reported, so
segmentation of wafer types continues to be the trend for the foreseeable future.
Commodity devices such as DRAM are commonly manufactured on lower cost CZ polished wafers. The elimination
of “crystal originated particles” (COP) in CZ polished wafers is increasingly required to avoid interference with inline
inspections used for defect reduction and yield enhancement. Please note that the term “particle” may seem misleading
because the structure of the defect is actually pit-like. However, these defects where initially observed by automated
particle scanning equipment, thus the term “particle” is utilized as the historical reference. High-performance logic
ICs are generally manufactured on more costly epitaxial wafers (compared to polished CZ wafers) because their use
has facilitated the achievement of greater robustness (e.g., soft error immunity and latch-up suppression capability).
The latter capability may no longer be as critical due to the implementation of shallow trench isolation (STI) and the
development of alternate doping methods for achieving latch-up suppression. Additionally, partially depleted SOI has
been adopted for certain types of high performance logic ICs and development work is ongoing for fully depleted SOI.
Annealed wafers were introduced in the early 1990s as an alternative means to provide a silicon wafer with a COP-free
surface and are now used for many leading-edge device applications. Annealing occurs in either a hydrogen
(< 200 mm wafer diameter) or an argon ambient at high temperatures. COPs can also be controlled by appropriately
engineered CZ growth methodologies. For the purpose of the Starting Materials table presented here, annealed wafers
and “defect engineered CZ” are both considered forms of polished CZ wafer and have parameter trends noted in the
General Characteristics sections.
This wide variety of starting materials will likely continue into the foreseeable future and accounts for inclusion of
general as well as specific epitaxial and SOI wafer characteristics in Table FEP10. Emerging materials that may
further augment the variety of starting materials are discussed later in this document.

3.7.1.2 Parameter Values
Wafer requirements have been selected to ensure that in any given year each parameter value contributes no more than
1% to leading-edge chip yield loss. The values in the table are generally, but not exclusively, derived from
probabilistic yield-defect models. These models take into account leading-edge technology parameters such as critical
dimension (CD)taken as the DRAM half-pitch (i.e., the technology generation)bit density, transistor density, and
chip size. The validity of these derived values is limited by the sometimes questionable accuracy and predictability of
the underlying models. With the onset of nanometer device dimensions for both the gate dielectric equivalent oxide
thickness and the device physical channel length, compliance with these model-based values can be very costly and, in
some cases, requires re-examination. For this reason, detailed re-assessment of the costs incurred versus the value
derived from achieving compliance often suggests limiting the scope of these models via appropriate truncation.
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3.7.1.3 Model Limitations
Such model-based parameter requirements do not include effects of distribution of parameter values intrinsic to the
wafer manufacturing process where either of two statistical distributions commonly apply. Parameter values
distributed symmetrically around a central or mean value, such as thickness, can often be described by the familiar
normal distribution. The values of zero-bounded parameters (such as site flatness, particle density, and surface metal
concentration) can usually be approximated by a lognormal distribution, in which the logarithms of the parameter
values are normally distributed. The latter distribution is skewed with a long tail at the upper end of the distribution.
Validation of the yield models remains elusive despite the experience of more than forty years of IC manufacturing.
The ideal methodology for management of material-contributed yield loss would be to allocate loss by defect type
such that these do not contribute more than 1% to the overall IC fabrication yield loss. Yield loss for a particular defect
is equal to the integral of the product of 1) the probability of failure due to a given value of the parameter (as
established by the appropriate yield model) and 2) the fraction of wafers having that value (as established by the
normal or lognormal distribution function). By applying this methodology, one could determine acceptable product
distributions. Successful implementation of a distributional specification requires that the silicon supplier’s process is
sufficiently well understood, under control, and capable of meeting the IC user requirements. Until these ideals can be
achieved, however, Poisson Distribution yield models based on the best available information are used and parameter
limits assigned based on a 99% yield requirement for that parameter. It is further assumed that the yield loss from any
individual wafer parameter does not significantly contribute to the yield loss from any other parameters, that is, that
the defect yield impacts are statistically independent. Where validation data are available, this empirical approximation
has been shown to result in requirement values nearly equal to the limit values obtained from the aforementioned
methodology using parameter distributions.

3.7.1.4 Cost of Ownership (CoO)
As the acceptance values for many parameters approach metrology limits, enhanced cooperation between wafer
suppliers and IC manufacturers is essential for establishing and maintaining acceptable product distributions and costs.
Further development and validation of IC yield/defect models is required. However, it is essential to balance the “best
wafer possible” against the CoO opportunity of not driving wafer requirements to the detection limit defined by
acceptable metrology practice, but instead to some less stringent value consistent with achieving high IC yield. For
example, the surface metal and particle contamination requirements for starting wafers are less stringent than the pregate values given in the Surface Preparation section (see Table FEP11) because it is assumed that a minimum
cleaning efficiency of 50% (actually 95% has been reported for surface iron removal) results during IC processing
steps such as the pre-gate clean. It is also noted that the chemical nature of the surface requested by the IC
manufacturer (hydrophilic versus hydrophobic) and the wafer-carrier interaction during shipment as well as the
humidity in the storage areas are important in affecting the subsequent adsorption of impurities and particles on the
wafer surface. Further emphasis on the CoO has been ascertained by developing a model examining the viability of a
100% wafer inspection to a particular parameter (i.e., site flatness). This model considers the wafer supplier’s
additional cost of ensuring 100% compliance to the IC manufacturer’s specification relative to the potential loss
associated with processing a die with a high probability of failing if a 100% inspection is not done. The relevant
worksheets employing this methodology are available as links to this chapter so that each IC manufacturer can analyze
the trade-off appropriate for their wafer specifications and product family of interest.

3.7.1.5 Wafer Parameter Selection
Both the chemical nature and the physical structure of the wafer front surface are of critical concern. Parameters
related to the former are not included in Table FEP10 due to lack of appropriate model-based definitions. Chemical
defects include metal and organic particles and surface chemical residues. These defects are equally significant for all
wafer types, although there is some concern that the detrimental effects of surface metals may be magnified in ultrathin SOI films when the metals diffuse into a small silicon volume. Organic contamination strongly depends on
environmental conditions during wafer storage and transportation, and accordingly is not included in Table FEP10.
With the adoption of double-side polished wafers, attention is also being given to particles on the back surface of the
wafer to improve both the chemical and physical characteristics. The polished back surface more readily exhibits
microscopic contamination and wafer handling damage. As a result, back-surface cleanliness requirements may
emerge and drive the need for more stringent robotic handler standards. However, based on a past Starting Materials
IC Users Survey, site flatness degradation due to the presence of back-side particles does not currently appear to be of
significance and has not been included in this edition of the ITRS. In addition, any back-surface treatments (e.g.,
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extrinsic gettering and oxide back seal) may degrade the quality of both the polished back- and front-surfaces and are
generally not compatible with standard wafer manufacturing approaches at diameters > 200 mm.
Important physical characteristics of the wafer front surface include topography, structural defects, and surface defects.
Wafer topography encompasses various wafer shape categories that are classified according to their spatial frequency
as site flatness, surface waviness, nanotopography, or surface micro-roughness. Front surface site flatness and
nanotopography are believed to be the most critical of the topographic parameters and are therefore again addressed in
this ITRS revision. Quantification of back surface topography has received more attention in view of the possible
interaction with stepper chucks. While technology for quantifying this interaction has improved, we lack accepted
models to include as table values at this time. Near-edge wafer geometry is also emerging as a potential yield-limiting
attribute for silicon wafers. Often referred to as edge roll-off (ERO), it encompasses a variety of angularly and radially
varying features in the region of the wafer surface between the substantially flat major central region of the wafer and
the edge profile (the intentionally rounded outer periphery of the wafer). Industry consensus has greatly advanced
allowing for standardization of ERO parameters (SEMI M67: ESFQR; SEMI M68: ZDD). Further, ERO metrology
guidelines through the 22nm technology generation are available in SEMI M49. However, additional agreement is
needed in order to establish ERO-related trend values for future technology generations.
Structural defects include grown-in microdefects, such as COPs and bulk microdefects (BMDs). Methods of COP
control have been discussed above. With advanced silicon manufacturing techniques, BMDs can be controlled
independently of the interstitial oxygen concentration. In addition, current fab thermal cycles use lower temperatures
and shorter times, and are not suitable to produce high levels of BMD for intrinsic gettering. As a result, in
applications for which the customer is depending on BMD for gettering, a careful discussion of options with the
silicon supplier is required
Other starting material requirements are expressed in terms of specific types of surface defects for different wafer
types. Recent data suggest that certain devices (such as DRAM) produced on polished wafers may be sensitive to very
shallow small scratches and pits. Epitaxial and SOI materials appear to exhibit fewer surface defects of this type. On
the other hand, epitaxial and SOI wafer defects include large structural defects (arbitrarily defined as > 1 m) and
small structural defects (< 1 m). Epitaxial wafers are subject to grown-in crystallographic defects such as stacking
faults, and large defects created by particles on the substrate. Such defects must be controlled to maximize yields when
using epitaxial wafers. Several defects are unique to SOI wafer. Large area defects are of the greatest concern to yield,
and include voids in the SOI layer and large defects of the SOI/BOX interface. These large defects are judged to have
a serious effect on chip yield and are assigned a kill rate of 100%. Smaller defects, such as COPs, metal silicides or
local SiO2 islands in the top silicon layer (measured in tens of nanometers to tenths of microns) are believed to have a
less severe impact on device performance and thus the allowable density is calculated based on a lower kill rate. The
development of laser scanning and other instrumentation to count, size, and determine the composition and
morphology of these defects is a critical metrology challenge. While threshold size for detection continues to enjoy
improvements, compositional and morphological segregation remains insufficient. As such, the removal and
prevention of surface defects continues to be a state-of-the-art challenge for silicon wafer technology.
The dependence of gate dielectric integrity and other yield detractors on crystal growth parameters as well as the
related role of point defects and agglomerates have been extensively documented. The resulting defect density (Do)
parameter has served effectively as a measure of material quality for several device generations. However, for devices
with EOT < 2 nm, this parameter is no longer an indicator of device yield and performance and is accordingly been not
included in Table FEP10 as a requirement. It should be noted, however, that starting material cleanliness requirements
might change if pre- and post-gate surface preparation methods are modified when high- gate dielectric materials are
introduced (see Surface Preparation section).
Metrology for SOI wafers is a significant challenge. Optical metrology tools operating at visible wavelengths do not
have the same capabilities for characterizing SOI wafers as they have with polished or epitaxial wafers. Interference
effects arising from multiple reflections from the Si and BOX layers fundamentally alter the response of these tools
compared to polished and epitaxial wafers, generally degrading the measurement capability. UV/DUV wavelength
optical tools have been shown to help alleviate these difficulties at least for top silicon layers thicker than 10 nm,
because of the much shorter optical absorption depth at these wavelengths. Metrology methods for many of the SOI
defect categories call for destructive chemical etching that decorates, but does not uniquely distinguish, various types
of crystal defects. These various defects may not all have the same origin, size, or impact on the device yield and,
therefore, may exhibit different kill rates. Additionally, decorative defect etching on SOI wafers with very thin top
silicon layers is very difficult because of the extremely small etch removals that must be used to avoid completely
etching away the entire layer under inspection. Non-destructive and fast-turn around methods are also needed for the
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measurement of electrical properties and structural defects in SOI materials. Finally, the metrology issues for the
various strained silicon configurations (spatially varying strain levels and Si:Ge composition, threading dislocations
and associated defects as well as unique surface roughness issues) require significant efforts (see the Emerging
Materials section below).
Layer thickness and uniformity are included in Table FEP10 for SOI wafers. For such wafers, the broad variety of
today’s IC applications requires a considerable range of Si-device layer and buried oxide (BOX) layer thicknesses. A
number of SOI wafer fabrication approaches have entered production to serve this range of SOI applications. In some
cases this includes strained SOI (sSOI), which has the same layer structure as conventional SOI, except the Si film is
under biaxial tensile strain that increases the electron mobility, and to much lesser extent, the hole mobility. Strained
Si is discussed in more detail in the Emerging Materials section of this chapter. The table gives incoming silicon
thickness for both partially depleted (PD) and fully depleted (FD) devices. While the PD thickness values are extended
shown through 2018 and removed thereafter, it is expected that similar characteristic trends will be required for multigate devices and therefore may be reintroduced at a later time, depending on the progress of such adoption. For
instance, in the first order, these PD values are consistent with expected silicon thickness values for such multi-gate
devices. Also, in order to be consistent with actual manufacturing practices within the industry, FD thickness values
prior to 2010 remain absent from Table FEP10.

3.7.2

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS

Figure FEP15 lists the most significant starting materials challenges and shows potential solutions that have been
identified, along with the necessary timing for development of these solutions and their transfer into high-volume
production. In alignment with Table FEP10, Figure FEP17 reflects the requirements of leading edge DRAMs and
high-performance MPUs, built on 300 mm (or larger) diameter wafers. It should be noted however that application of
200 mm wafers beyond the 90 nm technology generation continues in some instances and requires double-side
polishing to achieve the necessary flatness and nanotopography levels. Implementation of this wafer type will require
additional investments from both the wafer suppliers and users.

3.7.2.1 Material Selection
The materials selection category is divided into two sections—defect engineered CZ and SOI wafers. The type of
material chosen depends strongly on the IC application and cost performance optimization. The former is typically
utilized for cost-sensitive applications while the latter is used for performance-sensitive applications. As noted in
Figure FEP17, potential solutions are diverging, which will result in a greater challenge to available resources.

3.7.2.2 Emerging Materials
The utilization of materials solutions, Emerging Materials, that augment other methods to meet ITRS targets remain
critically important to the future of the silicon industry. For the 2011 ITRS, three distinct categories of Emerging
Materials have been identified: 1) thermal management solutions, 2) mobility enhancement solutions, and 3) systemon-chip solutions. Examples of emerging materials that could potentially provide thermal managements solutions (i.e.,
improve heat dissipation properties) for future microelectronics applications include Si-on-Diamond and Si-oninsulator with the insulator being a material of higher thermal conductivity than SiO 2, for example Al2O3 (alumina) or
silicon nitride. In addition to concerns regarding heat dissipation, future microelectronic systems will feature transistor
channels that have greater mobility than that of Si. Among those emerging materials potential solutions targeted at
enhancing channel mobility are strained Si, germanium (relaxed and strained), and carbon nanotubes. Lastly, the
ability to integrate new functionality into traditional CMOS logic architecture can be enabled by emerging materials
innovations as well. High resistivity Si substrates and monolithic optical interconnection on Si are potential system-onchip solutions. These emerging material topics, although potentially providing technical solutions to critical challenges
facing future microelectronics, lack the maturity to include detailed requirements in Tables FEP10 for this year’s ITRS
revision. However, these topics will continue to be tracked and the Emerging Materials sub-committee of the ITRS
Starting Materials team has assembled a detailed set of notes and references for the reader online.

3.7.2.3 Wafer Diameter
Productivity enhancement has historically been achieved partially by wafer diameter migration. The transition from
200 mm to 300 mm occurred at a time when the industry was facing serious economic challenges. This substantially
delayed the onset of high-volume manufacturing for that diameter versus the expected timing based on the historical
cycle. This has already influenced the timing of the potential move from 300 mm to 450 mm. The need for nextgeneration 450 mm silicon substrates to continue productivity gains poses an important economic challenge. Based on
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historical diameter change cycles, the industry is already several years behind the pace to prepare the next-generation
450 mm silicon substrate for device manufacturing in 2014, though recent announcements should accelerate the
efforts. Issues related to 450 mm silicon wafer introduction have been compiled separately in a 450 mm position paper
available online.

3.7.2.4 Site Flatness
The industry made a substantial gain in site flatness process capability by going to double-sided polish for 300 mm
wafers. Incremental improvements on this basic gain are expected to satisfy IC manufacturers’ requirements to
approximately the 20 nm technology generation. Continued improvement beyond that point may require the
implementation of new flatness-improvement technologies, including those discussed in Figure FEP17 and its
accompanying text. However, next generation lithography may strongly impact the actual flatness requirements. The
potential adoption of EUV, for instance, is an important consideration. Depending on the Numerical Aperture (NA) of
the system, the trend values presented in the roadmap appear to be sufficient, or possibly overstated. Further, an
understanding of site flatness requirements for new device structures (such as multi-gate) is needed, in order to
correctly model requirement trends.
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Figure FEP17
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FRONT END SURFACE PREPARATION

The challenges put forth in the ITRS Front End Surface Preparation section continue to be difficult and varied, driven
by the many diverse factors and requirements of advanced technologies. These include structures – planar and nonplanar; materials – Si, SiGe, and III-V channel materials, high-k and metal gate materials; and process modules – epi,
gate and LDD. While it is no longer feasible to provide metrics determined solely by the pre-gate clean requirements,
neither is it possible to classify all the critical metrics for each module. As often as possible, projected Roadmap
requirements and metrics are model-based. Current models to project metrics—such as critical particle counts and
surface metals—have been in use for many years. Yet, they continue to provide good guidance on future surface
preparation challenges and drive the research needed for meeting the requirements and the challenges outlined in this
roadmap.
Wafer cleaning and surface preparation challenges will continue to evolve as demanded by new technology
requirements; the investigation of new techniques and chemistries for cleaning and drying will be driven by a
multitude of processes, including new materials/substrates for high mobility channels, epitaxial SiGe for raised
source/drains, new materials for capacitors, the removal of high dose implanted resist, the removal of small particles
without impact to structures, the use of ceria-based slurries for CMP, and the need for etching, cleaning and drying
contacts and other structures with increasing aspect ratios.
Technology requirements for surface preparation are shown in Table FEP11 Difficult challenges for surface
preparation are included in Table FEP11. Although Hf-based materials have been implemented since the 45 nm
technology generation, quantifying front end surface preparation metrics continues to be problematic due to the lack of
publicly available data associated with these dielectric and gate electrode materials and their properties. Metal gate
materials and their integration schemes are now in manufacturing; however, the metals that are used in a dual metal
CMOS device must still be cleaned to a level that does not affect device performance.

Table FEP11

Surface Preparation Technology Requirements

Particulate contamination, both on the front and back surfaces of the wafer, will continue to be a concern at
increasingly demanding levels. Controlling particle levels without damaging features or etching material continues to
be a formidable challenge. The Maly equation, with its use of a Poisson distribution, continues to be used to predict
the allowable defect density of front surface particles based on yield. The “killer defect” size, the critical particle
diameter, continues to decrease based on the generation, and the critical particle diameter is now less than the MPU
physical gate length (nm). With die sizes increasing and feature sizes decreasing, the model has diverged; no new
models are forthcoming due to the lack of data for particles less than 30 nm in diameter. Critical surface particle size
below 28 nm is currently not measurable on wafer, and because epitaxial and ALD dielectric deposition processes are
now defect magnifiers, the models may no longer apply. In many fabs, a limit is derived from an assumed 1/x 2 defect
distribution mapping to a 65 nm sensitivity (currently the most stable measurement level). To provide a more accurate
estimate of the number of defects allowed on a production wafer at a pre-gate clean, the yield value input to in the
models was increased – from 99% to 99.9%. This simple change has resulted in values that more directly correlate to
equipment particle specifications and provide a more tangible Roadmap.
Historically, the critical particle counts have been based on DRAM technology and have fluctuated with changes in
DRAM half-pitch (contacted), cell area factor, functions per chip (Gbits), and chip size. The consensus of the Surface
Prep Sub-TWG has been that the critical particle count levels used by device manufacturers should not fluctuate in a
corresponding manner. Once a minimum level is reached, specifications do not increase with a change in the
technology.
The effects on yield of back surface and bevel edge defects and particles are being more thoroughly investigated. Now
that equipment is commercially available to detect back surface and edge defects, more data on yield should be
forthcoming. However, with an understanding that the lowest level of back surface particles is desirable, little data
and few models are available that can link the size or density of back or bevel edge surface particles to yield on the
front surface of the wafer. Although consensus on the appropriate specifications for back surface particles based on
particle size has not yet been reached, it is agreed that particles must not be very large (>50 microns) as they will
impact the lithographic depth of focus. See the table footnotes for further explanation.
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Control of particulate contamination will become more challenging as the need to minimize material loss, with zero
structural damage, becomes more critical. The material loss requirements, once questioned as necessary, now
represent one of the more challenging requirements of the Surface Prep Roadmap. On planar CMOS devices, this
requirement is most critical at the post-gate clean steps. For these steps, the values listed are an average of multiple
ash/clean steps on non-damaged, blanket test wafers, not the measurement of a single clean step on device wafers. For
the first time, values for capacitor electrode metal loss are included, driven by requirements of DRAM devices. Silicon
Nitride spacer loss is also included, as it has become a critical component of intra-die variability. Variability’s in
nitride composition, ion implant damage and process temperature cause large variations in the etch rate. This drives a
nitride loss specification to approach zero to eliminate the other process variables. The Roadmap numbers also
represent the total material loss that can be tolerated for the combination of all post-gate, post-implant mask cleaning
steps in which the extension areas are exposed. This requirement will be different from company to company because
certain device types have significantly different numbers of post gate-etch cleans and the USJ profiles are devicespecific. DRAM devices may have only four cleans, but system-on-a-chip (SoC) RF and analog devices may have
double and triple gates and could be subjected to 12 or more resist strips, not including those associated with possible
reworking of the photoresist layers. These devices require the material loss values listed in the table. The presence
and type of capping layer will also impact the USJ profile and, subsequently, the amount of allowable material loss.
For planar devices, the allowable material loss at pre-gate clean is not as critical, but that may change as device
structures evolve to MUGFETs, FinFETs, and eventually high mobility channel substrates. At pre-gate clean, surface
roughness as a result of material loss is a greater concern, specifically for low voltage gate oxide. For non-planar
structures, several proposed Source/Drain doping techniques confine the sidewall dopant to the near surface (prior to
anneal). These techniques may require tighter substrate loss during the critical cleans.
The introduction of ultra-thin body, fully-depleted SOI (FDSOI) by 2013 and the implementation of raised
source/drains may affect the allowable levels of metal contamination as there is evidence metals may build up at the
buried oxide layer interface. It is not yet clear how this will affect allowable metals level, and it has not been
accounted for in these tables. Like the critical particle specifications, the metal requirements in previous roadmaps
have fluctuated with changes in technology as set forth by the PIDS team. It appears that for silicon-based devices, the
current metal specifications are still relevant; however, the impact of metals on high-k gates is still unknown. The
fluctuating metals levels were treated similarly to critical particle count levels -- the requirements for allowable metal
levels will not increase with a change in the technology.
Interface control is expected to become increasingly critical as devices begin to be fabricated with deposited gate
dielectric materials and epitaxial Si and SiGe for strained channel formation. Deposited high-k gate dielectrics require
an oxidized or nitrided surface before deposition, whereas epitaxial Si requires an oxide-free surface. As EOTs scale
to less than 0.5 nm, surface preparation before high-k deposition will probably require lower carbon and oxygen levels
than have been used in traditional SiO2 furnace and rapid thermal steps. High-k gate dielectrics may also lead to a
loosening of requirements for metal contaminant control as gates become physically thicker. The appropriate levels
still need to be defined and modeled through processing on a stable baseline; they are currently under investigation.
After gate formation, post-etch cleans have been introduced that are compatible with high-k dielectrics and metal gate
electrodes. This includes preventing corrosion or oxidation, CD loss, and loss or roughness of the metal gate, or
nitrogen depletion. New MPU and DRAM materials coupled with tightening material budgets will increase the need
for highly selective etching chemistries and processes, and these must be introduced without deleterious ESH effects.
There is universal understanding that watermarks and drying-related defects cannot be tolerated on a cleaned surface.
Therefore the line item for watermarks, which showed “0” across the table, was deleted in the 2007 roadmap. Yet
drying, especially high aspect ratio structures, remains an ongoing issue. The Surface Preparation team recognizes that
metrics for drying are needed, but they must be universal and have an established threshold vs. node. Methods for
measuring the effectiveness of drying have been proposed but are not widely implemented at this time. Other potential
metrics that are suitable for inclusion in the roadmap are surface charge and queue time. While tools are now on the
market for measuring the surface charge related to cleaning and drying, surface charge is also device-specific and
difficult to forecast. Queue time is recognized as also being important at many steps (i.e., EPI, Ge, SiGe, pre-silicide),
but it is considered more of a manufacturing issue than a problem to which a metric can be assigned. The performance
enhancements long promised by clustered cleans may finally be realized.
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Surface preparation challenges along with potential solutions are shown in Figure FEP18. Wet chemical critical
cleaning is still favored because many inherent properties of liquid solutions facilitate the removal of metals (high
solubility in liquid chemistries) and particles (zeta-potential control, shear stress, and efficient energy transfer by
megasonics). The need for other techniques will arise, however, to provide interfacial control for advanced gates as
well as non-etching, damage-free particle removal. At this time, the development of broadly effective and nondamaging particle and residue removal using liquid and non-liquid techniques is well underway. Chemical cleaning is
being augmented by a combination of physical and chemical methods, such as megasonic agitation, nozzle-based
cleaning, and the use of surfactants. Single wafer cleaning, both “wet” and “dry” (including cryogenic aerosol), is
being increasingly implemented due to process integration and cycle time concerns, and its use is finally becoming
widely accepted in front end-of-line processes, due to its ability to match batch system throughput with multi-chamber
platforms. Single wafer cleaning for pre-gate stack deposition is gaining favor as an alternative to traditional batch
cleaning, as the evolution to 300 mm processing in advanced lines has led to more widespread usage of single wafer
thermal and deposition processes for gate stack formation and the need for tighter coupling of the production
processes.
Other techniques for cleaning, such as laser, electrostatics, and other novel processes, are experiencing a high level of
research and development and, if implemented, most likely will be on a single wafer system. The chemistries used for
cleaning will continue to evolve. Dilute chemistries, especially dilute RCA-style cleans, have shown feasibility and
are still used in production, although not necessarily as traditional RCA1-RCA2 cleans. For example, in many
applications a dilute HCl rinse has replaced SC2 and Ultra-dilute SC-1 or NH4OH in water alone have replaced
traditional SC1 solutions. Because they can minimize attack of the oxide and silicon surfaces, dilute chemistries have
gained greater acceptance in most advanced fabs. Certain applications require etch of one material but not of another
and multiple approaches are being used, including Ultra-dilute chemistries, semi-aqueous solvent formulations and gas
phase etching.
To address the materials loss issues associated with stripping and cleaning implanted photoresist, there is an increasing
trend towards non-ashing processes. However, plasma stripping and cleaning processes are also evolving; new gas
formulations and new source technologies are demonstrating promising results. Ozonated water processes are finally
being implemented as replacements for some sulfuric acid-based resist strips and post-cleans. The presence of metal
in the gate stack is driving interest and research with solvent chemistries instead of traditional SPM. Traditional wetonly, hot SPM processes for resist stripping may not be feasible for all situations, and research is ongoing to enable
various ashing and non-ashing solutions. Material capability issues will need to be characterized and understood.
Finally the emergence of immersion lithography and new resist formulations for advanced lithography will pose
additional new cleans challenges.
Potential solutions are indicated below. Cleaning and measuring vertical surfaces as well as SiGe and III-V surfaces
will be a new challenge, as will size effects (roughness, reliability) and new technologies (carbon nanotubes,
graphene, etc.). As in the past, current and future surface preparation processes are expected to be the subject of
continuous improvement efforts.
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Figure FEP18

Front End Surface Preparation Potential Solutions
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Front End Surface Preparation Potential Solutions (continued)
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Other areas, such as ESH and Yield Enhancement, overlap surface preparation. Reduced chemical usage, chemical
and water recycling, and alternative processes using less harmful chemistries can offer ESH and COO benefits.
Efforts in chemical and water usage reduction should continue. Automated process monitoring and control can also
reduce COO; their increased use is expected particularly for 300 mm and larger wafer sizes for which the cost of
monitor wafers and process excursions can become excessive. New cleaning requirements will arise related to
immersion lithography, but they will be tied to the implementation of that lithographic method and should be itemized
by the Lithography TWG in the future. Surface preparation overlaps metrology/yield enhancement in the need for
particle detection technology below 28 nm. Defect reduction technology needs also overlap with yield enhancement in
that appropriate purity levels in chemicals and DI water must be defined. To minimize COO, aggressive purity targets
should be adopted only when there is a technological justification. In all areas of surface preparation, processes must
be balanced with defect performance, cost, and ESH issues. Refer to the Environment, Safety, and Health chapter for
a comprehensive overview.

3.9

THERMAL/THIN FILMS AND DOPING

Front end processing requires the growth, deposition, etching and doping of high quality, uniform, defect-free films.
These films may be insulators, conductors, or semiconductors (for example, silicon). The difficult challenges in front
end processing include: (1) the growth or deposition of reliable very thin (with electrical equivalent thickness ≤
1.0 nm) gate dielectric layers; (2) the development of alternate high dielectric constant layers, including suitable
interface layers, for both logic and DRAM capacitor applications; (3) the development of depletion-free, lowresistivity gate electrode materials, (4) the development of reliable processes to enhance the channel mobility in both
NMOS and PMOS devices through channel strain, (5) the formation of low resistivity contacts to ultra-shallow
junction devices, and (6) the development of resist trim and gate etch processes that provide excellent CD control.
Other important challenges include the achievement of abrupt channel doping profiles, defect management for
minimum post-implant leakage under reduced thermal budget environments, and formation of precise sidewall spacer
structures.

3.9.1

THERMAL/THIN-FILMS

The gate dielectric has emerged as one of the most difficult challenges for future device scaling. Requirements are
summarized in Tables FEP2, FEP3 and FEP4 for HP, LOP and LSTP applications. Although Hafnium based high-κ
dielectrics are in production (for HP) since 2007, continued scaling of these high-κ stacks below 0.7nm EOT remains a
major challenge. Both low power and low-standby power applications will see the introduction of high-κ gate
dielectric with metal gate electrode as early as 2011 along with traditional gate-dielectric solutions relying on ultra thin
silicon oxynitride films. A progression from Hf-based dielectrics (with κ-value ~20) to higher-κ dielectrics might be
required. A major problem with a material other than SiO2 is the anticipation that a very thin SiO2 or SiON layer may
still be required at the channel interface to preserve interface-state characteristics and channel mobility. This interface
layer would increase the equivalent oxide thickness and severely degrade any benefits that accrue from the use of the
high- dielectric; epitaxial dielectrics may eliminate the interfacial layer, but there is considerable, unresolved concern
about high interfacial charge levels and degraded channel mobility in those systems.
The gate electrode also represents a major challenge for future scaling, where work function, resistivity, and
compatibility with CMOS technology are key parameters for the new candidate gate electrode materials. The optimal
gate electrode work function differs between different device type and between applications. In bulk NMOS and
PMOS devices, band-edge work functions provide the best trade-off between drive current and short-channel-effect
control. Yet, fully-depleted SOI and multi-gate devices are better optimized with dual work function gates whose
Fermi levels are ~200 meV above and below the mid-gap. Low-cost, low-power applications may be able to
advantageously employ a single (mid-gap) gate work function. Hence, tunable work function systems are of high
importance. Lacking a tunable metal gate system, two entirely independent gate stacks (dielectric plus metal) may be
needed. Refer to Table FEP12 for the technology requirements for Thermal / Thin Films.

Table FEP12

Thermal, Thin Film, Doping Process Technology Requirements

Another very difficult challenge in device scaling is channel mobility enhancement, making mechanical stress a firstorder consideration in the choice of front end materials and processes. Potential solutions are complex, in part because
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electron and hole mobilities are enhanced in different ways by stress, so that NMOS and PMOS devices need to be
stressed differently. Conventional processes (trench isolation, gate electrodes, silicides) introduce local stress, which
must be accounted for. In addition, global stress can be introduced using alternating layers of Si and SiGe;
furthermore, strained Si (or Ge) layers can be used on SOI. Finally stressed layers can be deposited on top of devices
or into the substrate (SiGe recessed junctions). Orienting PMOS devices along <100> directions, rather than the
traditional <110> direction, can also be employed to enhance hole mobility. The challenge is to integrate multiple
sources of local and global stress in such a way that the mobility enhancement from each source is additive, that both
NMOS and PMOS devices are enhanced, and that the critical shear stress limit of the substrate is not exceeded
(locally). In order to maintain high device drive currents, technology improvements are required to increase channel
mobility of traditional bulk CMOS devices, as well as partially depleted, and fully depleted SOI devices, and
eventually on to non-planar devices.
As indicated in the difficult challenges section, high mobility channels based on III-V and Ge are expected (~2018) to
replace strained Si for NMOS and PMOS respectively. Thin film processing techniques need to be developed to form
defect-free high mobility channels on Si in local areas for VLSI scheme.
Sidewall spacers are currently used to achieve isolation between the gate and source/drain regions, as well as to
facilitate the fabrication of self-aligned, source/drain-engineered dopant structures. In addition, offset spacers, formed
before implant of the extension junction, may be required to minimize the overlap capacitance and allow slightly
deeper junctions. The robustness of the sidewall spacer limits the gate and source/drain contacting structure and
processes that can be used to form these contacts. Sidewall spacers have traditionally been formed from deposited
oxides, thermal oxidation of polysilicon, deposited nitrides, and various combinations thereof. Traditional sidewall
processes will continue to be used at least until the time when elevated or raised source/drain structures are required
(~2010), at which time process compatibility with the side-wall spacer will become critical. Fully-depleted SOI
devices will require thin, robust sidewalls having gate dielectric-like reliability and stability. In addition, they must be
optimized to minimize parasitic capacitance and series resistance. Below a physical gate length of about 20 nm, even
the best, state-of the-art thermal oxides are susceptible to defect formation when subjected to the selective epitaxial
silicon or the silicide processes anticipated for elevated contact structures. Nitrides or oxynitrides may offer a better
alternative than oxide; however, additional research is needed to find and qualify an acceptable sidewall spacer,
compatible with the high- gate dielectric.
Thermal and deposited thin films are also very important for filling shallow isolation trenches as well as for pre-metal
dielectrics. Trends for decreasing trench width, and higher aspect ratio gaps, suggest that top and bottom corner profile
control, and controlled uniform filling of dense/isolated structures, are the key requirements for this application. In the
fabrication of shallow trench isolation structures, the top corner of the active region is generally exposed by HF
etching of pad and sacrificial oxides prior to the growth or deposition of the gate dielectric. The gate conforms to this
corner, forming a region of higher electric field and potentially high defectivity. This region can be thought of as a
transistor in parallel with the bulk transistor, with both a lower threshold voltage and saturation current. This leads to a
‘hump’ in the Id/Vg characteristics and higher subthreshold leakage. Accordingly, the top corner of the STI trench is
rounded, usually by oxidation prior to the deposition of the isolation oxide. Increasing the radius of curvature of this
corner increases the Vt of the parasitic transistor and decreases the magnitude of this ‘hump’. However, unless new
processes are used, device scaling will lead to a decreased radius of curvature.
The magnitude of the parasitic drain current also depends on the degree of recession of the field oxide adjacent to the
active edge, since that will in part determine the cross section of the edge transistor. Therefore, as the radius of
curvature is scaled down with the isolation width, hopefully so is the recession of the field oxide, resulting in at least
partial mitigation of the degradation associated with the decrease of the radius of curvature. The recession of this oxide
depends on the “hardness” of the deposited isolation oxide to CMP processing and to HF dipping, as well as to the
thickness of the pad and sacrificial oxides, all of which are process design choices that are optimized at each year.
A potential solutions roadmap for Thermal/Thin Films is given in Figure FEP19. The technology changes associated
with incorporation of high- dielectrics, metal electrodes, strain layers, high mobility channels, and non-bulk CMOS
as well as non-planar CMOS are sufficiently major that two years of process qualification and pre-production will
likely be needed before they are ready for full production.
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First Year of IC Production

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Gate Stack
Hf Based High-k (high-k and interface layer
scaling)
Higher-k (K >30, and band offset >1eV)
High-k on non-Si High Mobility Channels (Si-Ge,
III-V)
Band Edge Dual Work Function Metals
Near mid-gap tunable WF electrodes
tools and methods for dielectrics and electrodes
(ALD, CVD, PVD)
Spacer
Nitride/Oxide seal and spacers
low-k spacer
Channel
Strained Si for high mobility (local strain from
contact etch stop, elevated SiGe-SiC S/D, STI
liner, stress memorization, replacement gate)
Ge based high mobility channels for pFET
III-V based high mobility channels for nFET

Shallow Trench Isolation
High aspect ratio trech fill with controlled stress
profiles

This legend indicates the time during which research, development, and qualification/pre-production should be taking place for the solution.
Research Required
Development Underway
Qualification / Pre-Production
Continuous Improvement

Figure FEP19

Thermal/Thin Film Potential Solutions
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3.10 DOPING TECHNOLOGY
The traditional scaling of bulk CMOS devices is becoming increasingly difficult with the consequence that the
introduction of numerous new materials and device structures is anticipated within the next few years. The transition
to non-classical CMOS devices is expected to be staggered among different companies so that different device
architectures may be present at any given time. This is discussed in detail in the PIDS chapter where the following
device scenario may be inferred for the high-performance transistor:
Years 2011 through 2015—bulk silicon MOSFETS with the following enhancements:
High- gate dielectric and metal gate electrode stacks
Elevated contacts
Highly Strained Channels
Years 2013 through 2018—Fully depleted SOI single gate planar devices with elevated contacts
Years 2014 through 2024—Fully-depleted, dual—or multi-gate devices, e.g. FINFET.
Difficult Challenges—In the near term, while maintaining the bulk planar architecture, the difficult challenges for
doping of CMOS transistors are 1) achieving doping profiles in the source/drain extension regions to attain
progressively shallower junction depths needed for control of short-channel effects (~10 nm), while concurrently
optimizing the sheet resistance (~500 Ohms/sq), doping abruptness at the extension-channel junction, and extensiongate overlap; 2) achieving controlled doping profiles in the channel region to set the threshold voltage while
concurrently minimizing short channel effects and maximizing carrier mobility; 3) the formation of, and making lowresistance contact to, shallow, highly-doped source/drain regions;2 and 4) using millisecond anneal processes, such as
flash or laser anneal, to fabricate a high quality interface between the high-κ dielectric and silicon channel while
meeting the reliability targets
With continued bulk scaling, extensions of planar bulk devices will have increasing difficultly in controlling short
channel effects—even with very aggressively scaled junctions and high-/metal gate stacks. To alleviate the need for
such aggressive scaling, planar, bulk CMOS will likely start to be replaced with non-classical CMOS, i.e., FDSOI and
double- and multi-gate devices, which are likely to be implemented on vertical pillars.
Series resistance, particularly of contacts, takes on increased significance since it seriously threatens the further scaling
of devices. Since ratio of channel width to channel length (W/L) of devices remains relatively constant with channel
length scaling, the device resistance remains relatively constant. Yet the contact hole size scales as the square of the
lithographic dimension, causing contact resistance to rapidly increase for smaller feature sizes. Non-equilibrium
doping levels at the metal/semiconductor appear to be needed by 2010 when an interfacial contact resistivity of 5× 10 -8
-cm2 will be needed to meet device performance objectives. Dual work-function (and hence Schottky barrier height)
metal contacts will be needed by 2013, and more research into suitable materials is urgently needed. Refer to Table
FEP12 for Doping Technology Requirements.
Source and Drain Extensions—For planar bulk CMOS, the management of short channel effects is expected to have a
significant impact on processes used for doping drain extensions, channels, halos, and channel edges. Drain extension
doping levels are expected to increase, driven by the need to reduce junction depth while simultaneously minimizing
parasitic resistance. The implant energy and dose requirements as well as the resulting peak active dopant
concentration in the supplemental material are derived from the need to achieve an extension series resistance equal to
15% of the PIDS total series resistance, assuming dopant activation with negligible diffusion (i.e., flash or non-melt
laser annealing or solid phase epitaxial regrowth).
In a bulk planar MOSFET the as-implanted (vertical) junction depth with its proportional lateral straggle strongly
influences subsequent lateral diffusion and encroachment of the channel. Short channel behavior is therefore strongly
linked to the vertical junction depth, and the drain extension resistance is strongly linked to doping concentration and
lateral abruptness. The conventional assumption has always been that a more abrupt (box like) lateral junction is better
2

Already selectively-deposited, in situ-doped junctions have started to be used to provide uniaxial stress to enhance channel
mobility and at the same time to replace ion implantation and thermal annealing. The co-optimization of channel stress, junction
doping, and contact materials adds to the challenge.
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for short channel behavior, essentially since there is less encroachment of the extension doping into the channel, and
hence less counter-doping for a more abrupt junction. However, it has recently been shown that, due to charge sharing,
very abrupt junctions also degrade threshold voltage roll-off, and DIBL increases monotonically as junctions become
increasingly abrupt (i.e., have steeper doping gradients). Consequently, there exists a minimum abruptness of finite
value for optimum device performance.
The realization of ultra-shallow source and drain extension junction depths, which are vertically and laterally abrupt,
requires not only the development of new and enhanced methods for implanting the doping species, but requires, as
well, the development of thermal activation processes that have an extremely small thermal budget. This is required to
truncate the enhanced diffusion that accompanies the activation of the implanted dopant species. The current methods
under investigation are identified in the potential solutions Figure FEP20. These methods may introduce significant
cost adders to the CMOS process flow. Therefore, one should carefully evaluate the incremental benefits in lateral and
vertical abruptness that these processes deliver versus the costs incurred. Sub-nanometer spatially resolved 2D
metrology is needed to monitor the location and shape of both vertical and lateral dopant profiles in the extension
region.
For non-bulk, fully-depleted ultra-thin-body (FD-UTB) MOSFETs, envisioned in year 2013 and beyond, doping
processes will require modification for optimized device drive current and threshold voltage stability. The critical
extension junction depth is determined by the thickness of the active silicon layer; thus it becomes somewhat less
challenging to make from an implant and anneal perspective. The vertical junction depth in particular looses its
meaning since it is now constrained by geometry, the thickness of the Si layer. However, this does not imply that any
implant energy is suitable for the extension of an UTB device, since the lateral junction is still linked to the (virtual)
vertical one. To derive reasonable values for junction depth, doping concentration and lateral abruptness essentially
requires the design of the complete transistor characteristics for each generation—a task beyond the scope of this
roadmap. Contacts to these ultra-thin extension junctions becomes much more difficult than in bulk devices, and
elevated junctions are required, at least as sacrificial layers for contact silicidation. It remains to be seen how effective
such elevated junctions will be in imparting sufficient strain to adequately enhance channel mobility. FD-UTB devices
do not require channel doping to manage the short channel effect, and therefore may be implemented using intrinsic,
undoped silicon channels. However, the precise control of doping around the gate edge to optimize gate/drain overlap
(or underlap) and the management of parasitic resistance remain important technology challenges.
Vertical channel transistors, such as the FINFET, provide the additional challenge of doping closely spaced arrays of
potentially high-aspect-ratio pillars. Such structures seem likely to require isotropic doping processes to form
extension junctions.
Contacts and Series Resistance—Scaling of contact area, source/drain junction depth, and contact silicide thickness
will lead to increases in parasitic resistance effects unless new materials and processes are developed for producing the
self-aligned silicide contact and shunt. The fundamental contact-scaling problem arises from the lateral scaling of the
contact area in two dimensions. As a consequence, the contact resistivity associated with the interface between the
silicide and the doped contact silicon ultimately becomes the dominant component of the overall source/drain parasitic
resistance. The control of this issue requires that: a) dopant concentration at the interface is maximized, b) a lowerbarrier-height junction material such as silicon/germanium is used as the contact junction and/or c) low-barrier-height,
dual metal (silicides) be used to contact n+ and p+ junctions. An alternative, yet to be practically demonstrated, is to
form Schottky barriers that serve as junctions and contacts.
In bulk devices, several interdependent scaling issues arise that require mutual optimization between contact junction
depth, silicide thickness, and silicon/silicide contact resistivity. The contact junction depth, despite the strategic
placement of halo implants must still scale with gate length, as shown in Table FEP12. Because of this, progressively
less of the contact depth remains available for silicide formation. To avoid high contact resistance and high contact
leakage, no more than half the contact depth can be consumed in the formation of the silicide. Therefore with scaled
contacts, the silicide must become progressively thinner to accommodate the progressively more shallow contact
junction. This practice cannot be continued beyond a certain point because the silicide will tend to become
discontinuous and therefore not adequately shunt the contact. Even in bulk devices, ultimately selective deposition of
silicon or germanium epitaxial layers in the contact region is required thereby making more silicon available for the
silicide formation process. However, as previously discussed, selective epitaxial deposition places increased demands
for perfection and robustness on the sidewall spacer.
Channel—The maintenance of acceptable off-state leakage with continually decreasing channel lengths will require
channel-doping levels for planar CMOS transistors to increase in order to control short channel effects for extremely
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small devices. Increasingly precise control of both vertical and lateral channel doping profiles is required to deal with
short channel effects, introducing new challenges for doping tools, process, and metrology. The circuit speed
advantages of increased drive current for high-performance logic applications has and will continue to drive the use of
strained-Si channels materials to increase carrier mobility and to counter the trend towards lower carrier mobility
driven by increased channel doping for control of short channel effects. Junction leakage, whether due to band-to-band
tunneling, carrier recombination, or contact tunneling and thermionic emission, continues to be an issue, particularly
for bulk devices. Part of the leakage concern arises because of direct tunneling as channel levels increase and part
because low-thermal budget annealing processes may not remove all crystal damage and dopant diffusion is
insufficient to move the junction depletion region beyond regions of un-annealed damage. Leakage is sensitive to
junction and channel doping, junction abruptness, and damage removal.
Channel designs for fully depleted CMOS, either in planar SOI or vertical, multi-gate devices, favor the use of
intrinsic, undoped silicon. This approach avoids the carrier mobility degradation associated with channel doping but
requires that threshold voltage be exclusively controlled by the work function of the gate electrode. These devices
usually require dual work function gates that might be achieved by a single metal whose work functions are “tuned” by
changes in composition, e.g., through doping. Refer to Figure FEP20 for Doping Potential Solutions.
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First Year of IC Production

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Device Structures
Planar bulk
FDSOI
Multiple Gate
Channel Engineering
Super steep retrograde, steep halo
In-situ doped uniform and selective strained layers
Alternate profile for 3D multigate
Shallow Junctions
Ultra low energy I/I
Plasma doping
Energetic molecular and cluster beams
Solid/gas phase doping
Dopant Activation
Spike anneal
msec (flash, non-melt laser)
micro-sec (laser, melt)
Epitaxial regrowth
Thermal anneal
In-situ doped junctions
Contacts
NiSi(Pt) with engineered interface to Si
Dual workfunction metal contacts
Selectively deposited metals

c

c

This legend indicates the time during which research, development, and qualification/pre-production should be taking place for the solution.
Research Required
Development Underway
Qualification / Pre-Production
Continuous Improvement

Figure FEP20
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3.11 FRONT END ETCH PROCESSING
Plasma etch is used at key FEOL patterning processes, including shallow trench isolation (STI), gate, spacer,
embedded SiGe, stress-memorization technique (SMT) and through silicon via (TSV) formation. Technology scaling
for gate density requires both critical dimension (CD) scaling and tighter CD distributions. Scaling requires
optimization of patterning processes to allow for further gate density increase.
The total variation of gate CD in the ITRS (12% of the physical gate width) is shared among several variation sources,
such as line width roughness (LWR), across chip variation, across wafer variation, wafer to wafer variation and lot to
lot variation. Through pitch variation is not included because single gate pitch is assumed and used in advanced chips
at 20nm technology node and beyond. Refer to Table FEP13. The presence of LWR is becoming the biggest portion of
CD variation at 20nm technology node and beyond. The speed of LWR improvement has not kept pace with line width
shrinks, which makes it a major scaling concern. Implanting photoresist with inert species or irradiating with UV light
has demonstrated potential for improving line width roughness (LWR). Joint development between process equipment
and device manufacturers is urgently needed for qualifying new technology. Advanced process control with feed
forward and feed back information have become standard practice for achieving sub-nm 3-sigma CD control in the
gate trimming process. Further reductions in lot to lot and wafer to wafer gate CD variation are dependant on the
implementation of etch tools equipped with in-situ CD metrology utilizing advanced process control (APC) dynamic
feed forward to calculate gate trim time. Sophisticate trim models, including photo resist CD, photo resist profile, STI
step height, poly thickness and poly doping concentration can improve APC accuracy.
Refer to Table FEP13.

Table FEP13

Etching Process Technology Requirements

Micro-loading among various CDs and various pitches becomes more critical as feature size shrinks. OPC model
optimization is critical to minimize CD variation through various pitches and through various feature sizes. Etch
induced loading effects need to be included into the OPC model to improve OPC model accuracy. In one example,
dense vs. isolated pattern etch micro-loading can greatly impact SiGe recess etch profiles. Since SiGe-to-gate distance
is one of the most important physical geometries for controlling transistor performance, this can introduce significant
device variation for technologies requiring mixed-pitch recess patterning. In another example, tapered etch profiles
have been widely used for shrinking CDs to achieve desired feature sizes. Managing micro-loading effects between
narrow feature and wide feather or between isolated feature and dense feature become extremely challenging. Etch gas
chemistry optimization to achieve loading-free CD performance is a key task for the process engineer.
Pattern flop or pattern bending is a serious challenge for small CD line features. A clear understanding of the origin
and control of pattern flop is extremely desirable. Aspect ratio and film stack stress managements are two key methods
to mitigate the pattern flop problem.1
Double patterning technology (DPT) is the only solution to enable 32nm half pitch node before the maturity of
advanced lithography techniques such as the EUV technology. In general, there are two major double patterning
techniques: one is Litho-Etch-Litho-Etch (LELE), and the other is Sidewall Image Transfer (SIT). The LELE process
sequence includes two separate photo exposures and etchings of independent patterns into the same under layer. For
each exposure, a different photoresist coating is required. The use of LELE versus SIT is likely to be a layer-by-layer
choice for high-K metal gate (HKMG) and FinFET formation.
As non-planar transistors become necessary, FEOL etch processes will become much more challenging. FinFET
configurations bring new constraints to etch selectivity, anisotropy, and etch damage control. The bulk fins usually
consist of two parts, the straight top which will be the gate channel and a sloped bottom that facilitates the oxide filling
of shallow trench isolation (STI). The fins are exposed by dry or wet oxide etch-back after STI oxide CMP. The
FinFET gate provides many new etch challenges, such as cleaning stringers from the bottom of fins and stopping on
very thin gate dielectric films without damaging the top of fins. The non-planar gate width inline metrology is another
challenge for metrology tools, especially the creation of a complicated library for scatterometry.
Embedding strained SiGe in the source/drain regions of planar Si pMOS devices is a well-known technique to enhance
pMOS drive current. Plasma silicon etching to form recessed source and drain regions on pMOS devices is a key step
in forming embedded strained SiGe. Wet chemical silicon etch can be applied after anisotropic plasma silicon etching
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to form sigma-shape SiGe source/drain. The Sigma-shaped SiGe source/drain can increase the channel stress
compared to that of a normal (box or U-shaped) recess. 2
In pursuit of high-speed circuit applications, mobility enhancement by local stress engineering in high-performance
CMOS transistors has been intensively studied using techniques such as dual-contact etch stop layer (dual-CESL) and
the stress-memorization technique (SMT). Anisotropic plasma etch of SiN or boron nitride with high etch-selectivity
to a thin oxide buffer layer is required to successfully pattern dual-CESL and SMT.
3-D ICs enhance chip performance through increased speed, decreased power consumption, and lower overall system
cost. Emerging 3D chip stacking technology is using reactive ion etching to form through-silicon vias (TSV) for die to
die stacking. Manufacturers are currently considering several 3-D integration schemes that require a wide range of
TSV etch requirements. Photoresist is the preferred mask for the Bosch etch process, which uses alternating etch and
polymer deposition steps. The passivation of the sidewalls of the trenches is provided by heavily polymerizing
chemistries. The Bosch process demonstrates a controllable sidewall profile, but the wafer throughput is low because
of the low etch rate.
Many plasma sources have been developed for improving etch performance. (See Figure FEP21, the Etch Potential
Solutions chart.) The required characteristics include controllable and uniform etch profile, CD shrink, uniform etch
rates, low defectivity, low underlying film damage, and high throughput. Multi-frequency capacitive coupled plasma
(CCP) and inductive coupled plasma (ICP) are two of the most popular plasma sources used in advanced plasma
etchers. Pulsed plasma etching has been developed for reducing the charge induced damage and for improving
photoresist pattern integrity. 3 Microwave surface-wave discharge is another plasma source for generating a large area,
high density plasma which diffuses toward the wafer region to form quiescent, uniform and low temperature
Maxwellian plasma.4 Atomic layer control of etch has been studied by cycled polymer deposition and etching steps. 5
This method is inherently slow, but is a potential candidate for low micro loading etches. Temperature tunable
electrostatic chuck (ESC) and dual gas distribution are typically included in advanced plasma etchers for cross-wafer
CD uniformity control. Fast gas switching between two different etch steps can also increase tool throughput and
reduce cost of ownership.
Several FEOL challenges not included here, such as highly selective work function metal etch for gate last HKMG
integration, highly selective FEOL etches for fully depleted SOI (FD-SOI) devices, fin etch on Ge or III-V based
channel materials, EUV resist etch selectivity and scaling cross-wafer etch uniformity up to 450mm wafer sizes.
Semiconductor technology is continuing to innovate at rapid pace. Tighter CD control, higher aspect ratio, double
patterning, non-planar transistors and new materials create tremendous challenges and opportunities for FEOL etch
processes.
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Etch Potential Solutions
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Wafer-to-wafer and lot-to-lot variations also contribute gate width variation. APC and integrated metrology are critical
to provide feed forward or feed back resist trimming time adjustment to minimize wafer-to-wafer and lot-to-lot gate
width variations. Trimming of resist has been used for most of this decade to perform the final sizing of the gate. The
amount of trim in Table FEP13 is about 40% of the gate length printed in the photoresist. This process is therefore
critical to maintaining control of the physical gate CD. Trimming also allows to compensate within-wafer and
dense/isolated line width variation in the etch step to enable the meeting of overall profile and CD requirements.
Scaling of the gate CD generally means scaling of the photoresist thickness. Sufficient photoresist must be retained
after these operations to allow for the gate hard mask etch. Tri-layer photoresist or amorphous carbon containing
photoresist stack are the most common methods to provide enough masking layer for gate hard mask or gate stack
etch.
High temperature wafer electrostatic chuck may be needed to volatilize products of metals used for metal gate CMOS
to suppress chamber contamination, and the frequency of required chamber cleaning, to control mean time between
failure (MTBF) and mean time to repair (MTTR). Defect density is a constant concern, especially at the gate level.
The multistep gate etch processes required for metal gate structures will generally have to be done in the same
chamber with a potential for contamination of the polysilicon etch with metal etch byproducts. Process and equipment
development will address chamber cleanliness, and the potential for defects from these etch processes, which may
deposit some forms of less volatile metal halides from the metal gate and high-κ layers on the chamber parts. In situ
interferometry will become more important in allowing preemptive endpoint to terminate the aggressive main etch
before clearing each layer, so as to improve selectivity and defectivity.
As non-planar transistors become necessary, etch becomes much more challenging. FinFET configurations bring new
constraints to selectivity, anisotropy, and damage control. The fins are actually the smallest features in the whole
process, and involve etching using a sidewall defined mask, a feature as small as 0.7 times the gate length.6 123456
Profile control must be very tight to make very parallel fin surfaces without defects. The gate etch provides many new
challenges such as cleaning stringers from the bottom of fins; etching thick potentially planarized poly, and stopping
on very thin oxynitrides or high-κ material, and preserving photoresist. Spacer etch will present unique problems. The
non-planar gate width inline metrology is another challenging topic. The spacer must be removed from the face of the
fin, which can be many hundreds of angstroms high, without removing it from the polysilicon sidewalls where it
defines the very critical length of the extension implant. This may require more selective processes, and improved
anisotropy without photoresist present.
Shallow trench isolation (STI) also has some challenging integration issues in the 28 nm regime and beyond. Many
device manufacturers are using etch processes rather than oxidation to round the top corner of the STI trench to
alleviate the transistor double-hump effect. Etching to round the corners also has the advantage of less encroachment
into the active area.7 For this application, integration challenges are top and bottom corner rounding radius control, CD
and trench sidewall profile control. Etching to round the corners also mitigates difficulties in filling high aspect ratio
isolation trenches. To avoid STI etch profile pinch up, STI etch profile control is becoming more challenge when
shallow trench continues scaling beyond 28nm technology node.
Embedded strained SiGe in the source/drain regions of planar Si pMOS devices is a well-known technique to enhance
pMOS drive current. Plasma silicon etching to form recessed trench at pMOS source and drain regions is a key step of
forming embedded strained SiGe. Wet chemical silicon etch can be applied after anisotropic plasma silicon etching to
form sigma-shape SiGe source/drain. The Sigma-shaped SiGe source/drain increases the channel stress up to 100 %
compared to that of a normal (box or U-shaped) recess. Source/drain recess etch can also be applied to nMOS devices
to allow tensile stressed contact liner layer more closely to the NMOS channel region to boost nMOS drive current.
Sidewall spacer width is determined by the anisotropy of the spacer etch. The silicon loss in the source/drain area is
controlled by the etch selectivity of this etch to underneath film and the amount of overetch required to clear the spacer
film. Control of spacer width will be improved by integrated metrology and by APC of spacer film deposited
thickness. Spacer width feed forward can be used to adjust implant dose to reduce transistor performance variation.
Wet chemical or plasma etch spacer removal is frequently used for the formation of highly complex lateral dopant
profiles, prior to the formation of metal silicide and it is also possible to use spacer removal to position a stressed
contact liner layer more closely to the channel region, thereby allowing a highly efficient stress transfer mechanism for
creating a corresponding strain in the channel regions. Etch selectivity of spacer material to underneath layer is critical
for reducing plasma induced transistor damage or dopant loss.
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In pursuit of high-speed circuit applications, mobility enhancement by local stressor engineering in high-performance
CMOS transistors has been intensively studied using techniques such as dual-contact etch stop layer (dual-CESL) and
the stress-memorization technique (SMT). Anisotropic plasma etch of SiN or BN with high etch selectivity to thin
oxide buffer layer is must to successfully pattern dual-CESL and SMT.

3.12 SHALLOW TRENCH ISOLATION CHEMICAL-MECHANICAL PLANARIZATION (STI CMP)
STI CMP is the planarization step used to fabricate inlaid isolation regions for the vast majority of advanced CMOS
devices. Process flow consists of; stacked deposition, lithography, dry etch, oxide deposition, oxide CMP, and stop
layer removal. Similar to ILD CMP, the primary material being polished is a deposited oxide. The key difference is
that STI CMP employs a stop layer, usually silicon nitride, though polysilicon and a few other materials have been
adopted in some integration schemes.
The process challenges at STI CMP are driven by several different requirements. Oxide must be fully removed from
all nitride features regardless of size or local pattern density, without breaking through the nitride layer, which is
typically only a few hundred Angstrom thick. This defines a very tight process window which keeps shrinking with
successive designs. The continued reduction of critical particle size and critical scratch length are particularly
challenging at STI CMP where many of the selective slurries are based on ceria particles which causes more
scratching than the traditional silica slurries. Some integration schemes are also very sensitive to oxide field loss
(dishing) or local topography at the edges of active areas (erosion). Finally, due to the physical proximity of the
polished surface to active silicon, metal contamination levels are a major concern.
One approach to meeting these performance requirements is a two-step STI CMP process. The first step removes bulk
oxide using a standard oxide CMP process in a timed polish to stop just prior to exposing the nitride. The second step
generally incorporates high selectivity to nitride using either ceria-based slurry or a fixed abrasive pad. More advanced
STI uses process endpoint control on both the bulk oxide and the nitride clear polish steps in order to have a more
robust process.
For process control, reflective optical endpoint is sometimes employed to monitor for the transition from oxide to
nitride over active regions. When properly optimized, endpoint can improve consistency of nitride thickness
remaining which is frequently one of the parameters linked to variation in final device performance. Some
sophisticated endpoint techniques based on other physical or chemical signatures, such as ammonia evolution, have
been developed but are not in widespread usage. Motor torque endpoint is proving to be the preferred method of end
pointing the nitride clear step since the ammonia evolution sensing technique requires high sensitivity (due to minimal
nitride removal during the selective process), potential slurry re-engineering (to remove ammonia-based slurry
chemistry) and ammonia evolution sensing equipment adds significant cost. On-line analysis of CMP effluent has been
shown to be a viable alternative to motor torque sensing for end point detection. Analysis of conductivity or use of an
ion specific electrode is sensitive enough to indicate end point. Capturing and analyzing the undiluted effluent from
the pad in-situ is available through a retrofit to the CMP tool.
Integration changes are impacting STI CMP, such as the transition from HDP to HARP for the fill oxide. This
changes the cross-section profile, step-height differences, and effective pattern density of the oxide surface, especially
in regions of tightly spaced features. This drives adjustments or potentially redevelopment of the STI CMP process.
Eventually, even the need for STI will likely be reduced in future technology generations as new raised transistor
structures are implemented that can be isolated using the pre-metal dielectric (PMD) film. The PMD planarization step
can then utilize either a target method (stopping in the oxide film at a target thickness) or a selective method (using a
CMP stop layer) which may be favorable for DRAM.
Defect metrics for STI CMP have been scaled from 130nm technologies since end users are reluctant to provide
information on the impact of microscratches on yield and reliability, if they have any. In addition, models do not yet
exist that adequately depict the impact of scratches on die yield and device reliability. The metrics in Figure FEP22,
shown below, are best described as conservative. As information becomes available in the literature and tool vendors
and consumable suppliers develop the newest process of record (POR), metrics in Table FEP14 will be updated.
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Table FEP14

STI CMP Process Technology Requirements

Control or elimination of microscratches will continue to be a significant challenge for STI CMP. As film thickness
decreases, the loss of thickness due to microscratching becomes a larger percentage of targeted film thickness.
Microscratching can result in die yield loss and reduced device reliability due to inadequate time dependent dielectric
breakdown (TDDB).
The measurement and monitoring of microscratches is limited by the state of development of current metrology tools.
Standard tool monitoring for CMP scratches includes running frequent defect monitors which measure particles and
scratches on blanket oxide and/or silicon wafers. State of the art defect measurement tools have specifications limiting
the smallest particle to be measured at about 45 nm. Scratches need to be larger in order to be seen by optical tools.
One way of fitting the defect to the metrology is to decorate the scratches. Decorating microscratches is accomplished
in many fabs by processing an oxide wafer post-CMP in HF in order to increase the size of the scratches to allow them
to be detected. Alternative possible methods include using haze measurements which have been correlated to device
yield or the combination of bright light/deep UV which can detect smaller size defects (e.g., 30nm) on short loop
wafers. Correlation of haze measurements with microscratches has yet to be demonstrated.
Table FEP 20 contains potential solutions for continued improvement in STI processing. New slurries and pad
materials are constantly being developed to mitigate CMP scratching while continuing to increase the selectivity of
oxide to nitride. As film thicknesses decrease with advanced technology nodes, significantly higher selectivity is
required to reduce/eliminate dishing and erosion. Another technology being developed as a potential solution to
controlling microscratching and reducing/eliminating dishing and erosion is in-situ debris removal and active tribology
control. Process debris has been demonstrated to be a principal cause of microscratches. Active tribology control can
be achieved by constantly monitoring the effluent from the pad and adjusting the chemistry (viscosity, pH, solids
content, etc.) in-situ to achieve desired material removal rates with improved defectivity. The necessity to further
reduce/eliminate material loss may result in needed improvements in post-CMP cleaning. Currently, metrics are not
included for post-CMP cleans but may need to be addressed in a future ITRS revision.
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Difficult Challenges and Potential Solutions for STI CMP
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FEP New CMP Applications
As described above, CMP is widely utilized for isolation processes. Historically, planarization with CMP has played a
much larger role in the BEOL than the FEOL. For advanced technology generations, however, planarization is
expected to play a larger role in the FEOL. As has been the trend in the BEOL, new structures and materials are
driving new CMP applications.
Advanced logic transistors are currently being produced with metal gates in a gate-last integration scheme. This drives
the need for a new type of metal CMP and a new type of dielectric CMP. Since these follow the pre-metal dielectric
deposition, they will be discussed further in the Interconnect section. Today’s integration schemes often involve
special stressor films that need to be removed from sections of the wafer and planarization is one way to accomplish
that. As patterning techniques are stretched beyond their limits, double-patterning is gaining favor and hardmask
creation can involve planarization. Over time, the shift in transistor materials away from bulk Si to other materials
such as SiC or Ge or III-V materials can create new planarization needs for very thin active layers. Those films can be
too rough as deposited for device formation, with control and uniformity needed in the angstrom range. Defectivity
and metal contamination will continue to be a concern at the active surface level. The materials can also be added
through selective deposition and the overfill needs to be removed using CMP. With the introduction of new 3D
transistor structures, other new planarization needs are also being created. We also see the new CMP processes needed
for transistors in a single layer that protrude from the wafer surface and the creation of multiple layers of transistors.
Memory also has additional challenges. STI planarization requirements are different for memory. Storage within
deep trench structures often requires CMP. Buried wordline structures demand removal of excess material, which can
be done with CMP. Flash memory utilizes planarization in building the gates. Overall, significant increases are
expected in the use of planarization for the FEOL for the future.

4 CROSS-CUT ISSUES
5 INTER-FOCUS ITWG DISCUSSION
It should be evident that FEP shares numerous issues and dependencies with other Focus ITWGs. Chief among those
are issues surrounding gate EOT and leakage requirements with the PIDS and to some extent the Design ITWGs.
Other issues with these ITWGs revolve around junction depth and sheet resistance requirements as well as
requirements driven by alternate device structures. Resolution of these issues is generally attained through compromise
and trade-offs. Other interactions include those with the Yield Enhancement ITWG to validate different statistical
defect models. A very important interaction continues to be with the Interconnect ITWG where members of the FEP
surface preparation team provide technical support in the development of interconnect surface preparation and
cleaning technical requirements and potential solutions.

6 IMPACT OF FUTURE EMERGING RESEARCH DEVICES
Significant challenges must be overcome to continue shrinking integrated circuit technologies and, in the long term,
more radical devices may need to be integrated with CMOS to continue increasing performance. Emerging research
devices include both memory and logic devices and while these are still in research, challenging issues must be
overcome to integrate these with CMOS. Many of the ERD memory and some of the logic devices are based on
conventional charge state technology and could use processing modules that are currently on the FEP roadmap. These
are briefly highlighted. Many of the longer term ERD would use new device materials and introduce new process
modules and integration complexity, and these devices are very speculative and intercept timing has not been defined.
Link to the Emerging Research Devices chapter.
Emerging Research Memory Devices









Engineered tunnel barrier
Ferroelectric FET
Fuse/Antifuse
Ionic memory
Electronic effects
Nanomechanical
Macromolecular
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Molecular
Emerging Research Logic Devices

Ferromagnetic (including magnetic QCA)

FET extension - 1D structures

FET extension - channel replacement

Resonant tunneling

Molecular (including electric QCA)

Single electron transistor (SET)

Spin transistor
Of these devices, the nanofloating gate, SET, and RTDs could use many existing processes, but would probably need
an engineered dielectric. The 1D structures (nanotubes, nanowires, etc) will need new processes to control diameter,
location, orientation, and new doping processes. The polymer and molecular devices would require low temperature
processing and reliable contacts that are compatible with CMOS integration. The other devices will introduce more
radical materials that will require significant work to make them compatible with CMOS processing.
The 1D structures require catalyst and CVD processes optimized to control diameter, structure, location, and
orientation. They will also need new processes to selectively dope these 1D structures and new contact materials and
processes to form the low resistance contacts. Nanowires would require extremely tight control of dopant ion implant
dose and energy, and new high-κ gate dielectric processes may be needed to passivate the multi orientation surfaces of
Si, SiGe, or Ge. Carbon nanotubes will require new doping processes that do not currently exist, and new gate
dielectrics and gate electrodes may be needed to control threshold voltages.
Insulator resistance phase change memory and Ferroelectric FET memory would introduce a radical new material that
would require a new deposition capability and new etches and cleans. These materials are often complex metal oxides
that must be deposited at high temperature, and contact formation and integration may be challenging.
Traditionally some RTDs are fabricated with III-V semiconductors, and this would introduce complex new processes
and materials into the FEP for integration with CMOS. Recent work has demonstrated devices made of SiGe that
would require integration, but many challenges must be overcome with these materials, particularly to achieve
peak/valley I/V ratios > 5. Further, the best use of Si and SiGe based RTDs is their integration into a CMOS gate,
which brings another set of complex materials and integration issues.
Spin transistors will require integration of radical new materials with CMOS and this will require new deposition
capabilities and introduce much process complexity. These devices are very speculative at this time, but some include
GaMnAs, GeMn, as well as spin injection from ferromagnetic materials into the semiconductor that has dramatic
contamination challenges.
The level of process complexity for Emerging Research Devices will continue to increase as new materials are used
and then integrated on the CMOS platform. This will require development of new deposition, etch, and clean
processes and new barrier layer and contact technologies.

6.1

FEP METROLOGY CROSS-CUT ISSUES

FEP Metrology continues to face the challenges associated with rapid introduction of new materials, processes, and
structures. In the area of starting materials and surface preparation, the accelerated introduction of SOI wafers with
thinner silicon and the detection of small particles (<30nm) continues to be a challenge. The multiple layer interfaces
associated with new channel materials, such as III-Vs, add to measurement complexity. As high-κ materials enter
manufacturing, film metrology for both the dielectric and metal gate must become more capable to support process
control of the complicated layer structures that include the capping layers such as Lanthanum oxide films as well as
measure the elemental composition of each layer especially nitrogen concentration. In addition to new gate stack
materials, other new materials and structures are expected to be introduced in future generations. Sidewall
measurements, feature shape and dimension control remain a challenge for new structures such as FinFETs. Electrical
measurement capability needs to evolve with the introduction of the new high κ stacks. Link to the Metrology chapter.

6.2

FEP MODELING AND SIMULATION CROSS-CUT ISSUES

The FEP challenges surround the introduction of new materials and of non-classical CMOS. This raises various
requirements on Modeling and Simulation. Especially, in the coming era of material-limited device scaling, material
issues need to be addressed in most modeling areas. This includes among others strained materials— so the
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importance of modeling of stress and strain is further growing. New device architectures, mobility-enhanced channels,
and alternate interfacial layers request especially large progress in numerical device simulation, together with
improvements of the simulation of the process steps used to fabricate these devices, e.g., the formation of shallow
junctions. Limited thermal stability of some candidate material systems may request alternative annealing strategies.
Both shrinking device dimensions and the non-planar architectures, especially also SOI devices, increase the impact of
interfaces because the volumes in between are decreasing. These effects must be appropriately included in the physical
process and device models. Upper corners of STI critically affect device behavior and must therefore be accurately
modeled. Process variations are getting increasingly important as devices further scale and simulation can and must
contribute to assessing the impact of such variants on the final device and chip. High-κ dielectrics are required to be
introduced by 2009, so their performance and reliability must be modeled to describe them appropriately as soon as
possible. Modeling of high-κ dielectrics and metal gates is a critical element to the transistor technology development
and optimization. The formation of ultra-shallow, abrupt, highly activated drain extensions continues to be a major
challenge, and support from modeling is required both to improve the physical understanding for the processes used
(e.g., kinetics of dopants and point defects during annealing) and to subsequently optimize them by numerical
simulation. This knowledge is also needed for defect engineering, which aims at achieving shallower junctions by the
exploitation of the interaction between dopant atoms and defects. Furthermore, the reduction of critical dimensions
(CD) and the control of their variations including LWR and LER are generally a key issue, and it is highly desirable to
use simulation to identify among the many parameters influencing CD the most important ones, in order to minimize
experimental effort. (Link to the Modeling and Simulation chapter)

6.3

FEP ENVIRONMENT, SAFETY, AND HEALTH CROSS-CUT ISSUES
Refer to the Environment, Safety, and Health chapter for comprehensive information and link to a new chemical
screening tool (Chemical Restrictions Table).

7 CONCLUSION
The FEP chapter of the 2011 ITRS has attempted to clearly identify the challenges and potential solutions for
continued evolution of the integrated circuit beyond traditional scaling. During the next several years front-end
processes will require the continued introduction of new materials such as higher-dielectrics and highly-engineered
metal films for applications as diverse as MOSFET gate stacks, DRAM storage capacitors, and Flash-memory storage
devices. In addition to these new materials, new device structures, such as FinFET, will be introduced in order to meet
performance requirements. Market growth for alternative memories will also require the development and
optimization of a broad class of ferroelectric, magnetic, and phase-change thin film materials. Underlying these device
changes are rapidly evolving requirements for substrates, such as SOI, and the need for an even larger, 450 mm
diameter substrate, within the next five to seven years.
The transition from extended bulk CMOS to non-classical device structures is not expected to take place at the same
time for all applications and all chip manufacturers. Instead, a scenario is envisioned where a greater diversity of
technologies are competitively used at the same point in time—some manufacturers choosing to make the transition to
non-classical devices earlier, while others emphasize extensions of bulk technology. To support this probable scenario
the FEP team has provided metrics for parallel paths showing what is required to extend classical CMOS and what can
be gained by making a transition to other device structures such as fully-depleted SOI and multi-gate.
The team also notes the acceleration of Flash-memory applications as a new driver of process technologies, such as
critical dimension etching. The rapid expansion of the market for Flash memories will bring more focus on the
material and process challenges for these devices.
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